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APPENDIX A

TABLE I

Crises of Subsistence, 1400*74,'

Date

1400*2

1412*14

March 1421

1423*26

1434-38

1442*3

1445

1447-9

1453

1454

1455

Crisis
Grain crisis. Plague

Drought, Bad harvests.
Grain crisis. Plague

Shortage of grain

Grain crisis

Winter of 1434*5, Grain
crisis. Plague

Plague

Plague

Grain crisis

Grain crisis

Grain crisis

Complaints of grain
shortage and rise in
prices

Sept,-Nov,1457 Plague

1458*9 Plague

1461*2 Grain crisis

1465-73 Bad harvests, grain
crisis, plague.

Areas affected

Andalusia

The whole kingdom

Cordoba area

Seville area and
Murcia

Most of the
kingdom

Sahagun, Carrion,
Andalusia

ViUalon

Seville

Archbishopric of
Toledo

Moguer, Jerez,

7

Vallariolid

Andalusia

Andalusia

The whole kingdom
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1 The following sources have provided the evidence:*

A.M.S., caja 1402*3, nos.7,9,43.
caja 1412*13, nos.55,59,66,86,87,90,92-3,138-9,

143-5,154-5,157,161,167,171-5,
176-9,

caja 1413*14, noe.14,22,115,
caja 1415-16, nos,9,39,67,129,130-1,
caja 1416-17, noa,131,136,
caja 1423-24, docs, on the alcabala del pan,
caja 1424-25, 19 June 1424,
caja 1447-48, docs, on the alcabala del pan and

wheat imports,
caja 1459-61, docs, on the alcabala del pan for

the year 1461-2. ~~
caja 1468-70, docs, on wheat imports, negotiations

with merchants, ^mposleiones,
caja 1471-72, payment in favour of Rodrigo de ulloa,

9 Nov.1470.
caja 1473-4, docs, on wheat imports and negotiations

with foreign merchants.

A.il.J., Actas Caps., 8 March 1455,

R.C.V., Actas de Villain, A, fos«10R-13R.

A.D.M., Priego, leg.37, doc.l and leg,l4, doc.3.
Vill., leg.4, doc.24.
Alc.Duc., leg.55, doc.27.

Cortes, iii. 76(39,1425),239(41,1435),267*8(9,1436),
340(34,1438),345-6(40,1438),545-6(40,1447),
684-5(10,1455),689-90(16,1455),720-U 26,1462),
891-2(19,1469).

Chronicles. Mem,D1vs.Hass.. pp.121,137-8,228,
Cron.Luna.. pp#17,160,424,
Cron.Valladolid. pp.35-6.
Cron.Lucas de Iranso pp.19,31,272-5,284,327*8,
351,384,386,390,4i3,434-5,439,478.
Halconero. pp.182-95,221,248,250.
Ref .h'alconero pp. 171*2,216,219,
Cron,Juan'"tl" p,519.
Garcia Sanche*. pp.24-5,32-3,43,45,47,60,
Analea da Orihvela. i1,94-5,
Cron.Cnrique IY. p.204.
Anecdotario :evlllano, pp.52-4,
Memoriae de una dama. ed. A,Castro, in La
Hspana Moderna, cixiii• 124-46, clxiv. TT6-33,

Other /
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C.D.R.A.H.. pp.295-* (lnxiz.1464)

Sancho, HIatorla. |» 58»
Banito Ruano. To!ado, p.115a
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Year

1400

1401

1402

1405

1406

1407

1408

1409

1410

1411

1412

1413
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APPENDIX B

TABLES XI AND III

Price# of barley in Seville* 1400*74,*

P»*e Barley, price per fanega
given in maravedis and

11 September 8/3
15 ** 7/5
25 October 7/5
29 ** 8/2

8 January 7/4

21 July 15
24 16
19 September 15
22 •* IS

28 February 15/5
20 November 9/5

22 November 12

23 Hay 13/5
2 August 20

31 October 40

31 October 30
18 November 20

13 March 19
30 April 20
Late July/Early August 15
2 September 10

10 March 12
31 October 14
15 December 15
16 December 15

30 June 17/5

15 January 15
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ls&£ P***«y«.pf!9?, . ft*»•«»
aiven inma raved is and

"dinerog"1' *

1413 23 January 58
9 November 60

12 December 58

1414 15 October 15

1416 19 February 8
1? October 11

November 12

141? 25 September 9

1419 2 October 15

1421 15 **arch 35

1422 5 September 24

1423*4 16

1424*5 25

1425*6 36/5

1426/7 20/5

1427/8 8/5

1428*9 8

1429*30 5

1432*33 12/5

1435*6 27

1446 24

1447 6 December 24

1448*9 4?

1454*5 40

1455*6 30

1457*8 40

1458*9 37

1459 /
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l£2£ 2feU P*E\f«t Pr *<?3, £9* ,,given in maravedia are!
dineroe

1459-60 30

1461*2 40

1469-70 40

1472*3 100 & 120

1473*4 120

1474 8 October 82

Table III* Prices of wheat in Seville, 1400*73*^

Ism &!• per fanega
given in maravedia and

dlneros

1400 12 August 10/5
11 September 10

1401 10 October 11

1402 27 September 18

1405 29 August 14/5

1406 3 July 10/5

1407 2 3 isay 13
2 August 22

1408 18 September 26

1409 13 March 25
2 September 16

1410 10 kiarch 22
31 October 17

1411 30 June 17/5

1412 /



Ye&jf

1412

1413

1414

2415

1416

1417

1418

1419

1420

142.1

1422

1423

1424

1425

1426

1427

1428

560*

Date

20 June
16 August
2 December

Early 1413
March

29 March
12 Aprll
13 April

31 October

6 August
25 November

4 July
24 August
3 November

16 February
5 March

30 Juste
30 July

10 February
23 August

15 July

5 July
15 July
25 July

Pre June

3 August

11 November

30 June
9 November

22 April
28 November

29 July
31 October

26 June

Barley, pt4.ffff.P9r i&Btgft
given in roaravedis and

dineros

14/5
16/5
31

100
75
68
80
80

23

19
18

19/5
15/5
17

16
15
12/5
12

9
12

13

21
21/5
21/5

29

35

38

26
26

23
24

37
27

17
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Year

1428

1429

1432

1433

1435

1446

1447

1446-9

1451

1462

1467

1466

1473

Pate

5 January
22 April
2 September

10 November

14 July
End of August
15 October
4 November

13 November

8 July

22 November

Novemher

November

Early
■bate

Pec. 1467*
March 1468

B5£ley>UBLri£?.^erjfajifiga
given inuaravedis and

dineros

14
13/5
13
12/5

9
9
9
9

17

13

43

25

25

49

25

90 & 120

20
90 ** 280

400

700, 800 6
1,000

1 Salaries of officials in Seville were in gi&ny cases
throughout the century calculated on a basis of cash,
cloth, and grain. The financial officials, however,
paid the salaries in cash only. Consequently the market
prices of the cloth and the grain were ascertained in
order to make these payments. During the first quarter
of the century, the date, the price, and the witnesses
were recorded in great detail. Thereafter only the
price was recorded. The price, however, remained a
market /
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market price* When no date is given the time limit is
fixed by the financial year of the accounts. The
financial year ran from July to June. Thus a price
quoted for the year 1472-3 is a price falling within the
financial year of July 1472-June 1473. All the prices
are taken front the accounts of the mayordoraoa in the
archjvo municipal of Seville.

2 All the prices for the years 1400-35 are taken from the
accounts of the mayordomoa in the archive municipal of Seville,
For consents on the nature of the evidenc e see the ""not e
appended to the previous Table. The prices quoted for
1446, 1447, and 1451 are from the same source but they are
not open market prices. The price given for 1448-9 is
from the same source but is a contract price for wheat
imported by the Genoese, The prices for 1462, 1467,
and 1468 are taken from Garcl Sanchee. pp.47 and 60: the
wheat at 90 aurs being imported Breton wheat. The price
for 1473 is taken from D.Clemencln, klogjo de la heina Catolica,
(Madrid, 1821), p.550, ~
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APPENDIX C

Graph of cloth prices in Seville. 1400-74,*

A - A. Price in mrs of one vara of Bruges cloth,

B - B, Price in mrs of one vara of Courtrai cloth,

C • C, Daily wage in aars of maestres albahiles and maest res

carpinteros

D-D, Daily wage in mrs of peones.

1 Prices for cloth are from the same sources as those des¬
cribed in the note to Table II in Appendix B, The figures
for wages are from detailed accounts, also in the roayordpaio
account^ of Seville, dealing with such things as building '
work, repairs, and cleaning.
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APPENDIX P.

Article

Honey

Vinegar

Estamena
cloth

Cogullas
cloth

Almonds

Butter

Wax

Candles

Olives

Olive oil

Salt

Chickens

TABLE IV

Prices in Valladolid, 1455-72."

Measure

cant&ra

cantara

vara

vara

arroba

arroba

arroba

arroba

arroba

arroba

fanega

one

per 100

Price.1455 Price.1464 Price.1472

70 to 150 mrs 187 to 200 rare 257 to 3Q0mrg

12

11

100 to 125

140 to 185

90

30

85 to 89

H
25

17

200

250 to 350

441 to 530

150

112 to 122

80 to 100

5

30

80 to %

12

16 to 22

265

230 to 250

820

31

200 to 240

75 to 178

5 to 13

45 to 55

1 These prices are taken from Liciniano Saes, Demostraeion
histories del verdadero valor de todas las monedas quecorrtan en Cagtilla durante el revnado del Senor Don
^arique"1W'^TMadrld.!805^".'' p».510-15. Saes. took ' these
prices from documentstion of the monastery of San Benito.
The figures, howe/ver. must be treated with great caution
and are only given here as a rough guide in order to
complement the prices for Seville.
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APPENDIX E

TABLE V

The seigneurial income of Diego Peren Sarmlento.*

Area Sonrce of Revenue

Arroba

Lagran Martiniega
Agrarian rent

Caranca 6
Aetulea Martinlega

Marquinee Martiniega and
ped ido
Rente

Sobroxi Martiniega

Encieo

Renega Martiniega
Infurcionee
Rente
Vineyards

Villelga

Xinarroe,
Villanueva,&
Fontoria Rents

Ocio Yantar
Rent
Vineyarde

Barca &
Fresno

Rent
Vineyards

Leea, Mena ,
Tonalina R®n|

Valdegovia /

Mrs. Grain Wine Chickens
(fanegas) (cantaras)

7,000 255

2,000
76

375

1,400
IS

576

20,000

4,000
000

400

500 40

1,600
126

150
202$

4,500
369

185|

160

700

600

250
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.Area Source of xeveaue Mrs, Grain vine Chickens
~ "

( farxegas) (cantaras)

Valdegovia Kent 95$
Los f.ioyos
de Treviiio Rent 1,400

Boncoria
de Yuso Kent 320

Penalba Kent 48
Vineyards 30

Las Acenas Rent 303

Miranda &
Y'al verde Vineyards 250

TOTALS 42,901 3,835$ 1,830 160

1 This data is from a survey which covered all the Sarmiento
lands except Las Salinas, Penacerrada, La Bast Ida, and
Belmonte. In all cases I have shown the maximum theoreti¬
cal income. Thus, for example, the figures for Villelga
are noted by the survey as having been alienated but I
have included then in the table. The source is A.D.M.,
Med,, leg,64, doc,22, A second survey, ibid doc,2l,
gives lower figures than the first survey for the areas
that it covers*
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APPENDIX F

TABLE VI

financial Estimates of royal income In the fifteenth century.

Year Gross Income Net Incone
(Gross Income Minus
Recurring Expenditure)

1429 60,812,390 mrs 3,77 5 , 382 are

1444 73,578,561 are

1458 85,814,000 mrs 10,391,600 mrs

1463 4,759.470 mre

.

1 Figures for 1429 from A.G.S., D.de 0., 1 eg.1, no.93,
fos,25V»26Vj figures for 1444, ibid, E.M.JR., log.3,
noe.l1,12,13| figures for 1458. ibid. leg.6, no.7}
figures for 1463, ibid. D.de C., leg.4, no,47.
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appendix g

table vii

The royal budget of 1429* Analysis of recurrent expenditure,*

Income in tare Percentage Expend i tu re
in mrjg

Percen*
s tage

Gross 60*812,390 100%

Tierra {ie. fief
rentes)

13,664,500 22.47%

Lien ten iraient os 4,810,642 7.91%

Mercedes 16,093,280 26.46%

Defence 5,456,000 8.97%

Salari es 9,391,826 15*44%

Varia 5,620,760 9.24%

Total expenditure 55,037,008
(55,145,008)

90.49%

Balance or Net 5,775,382
Income (5,668,382)

9*51%

1 A.G.s., D.de C,, leg.l, no.93, fos*25V»26V. The figures
include sums recently handed out j» fter confiscations of
revenues held by the king of Navarre and his supporters*
The figures given in brackets are the totals given by the
document. The totals presented here and used in the die*
:cuesion are adjusted to conform to the adding up.
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APPEKPIX K

TABLE VIII

Income held by the kin& of b'avar re from the Crown prior to

confiscation in 1429. Percentage of this income to royal

income of 1429*

Concept Amount In aars Percentage

Tierra for 498 lances 747,000 25%

Mercedes (226,810)
819,444 35%

Mantenimiento 1,195,475 40%

Total 2,988,729 100%

Percentage of gross royal income in 1429 4.91% J

1 The budget of 1429 included the confiscated revenues:
A.C.8., D.de C,, leg.1, no.93, fos.25V-26V. The data
for the confiscations in L.Bu&ress Fernandas, *Las
rentas castellanes del Infante don Juan*, Hlap.. xix
(1959), 192-204, The figure in brackets T~n>26,810) -
refers to tars renounced by the king of Navarre to his
supporters.
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appendix i

tabu: ix

Income of the king of Navarro in 1444.

A* Total in comparison with royal Income* 1444

Total in wra Percentage

Estimated Gross Royal
Income 73,578,561 100%

Income of king of
Navarre 7,622,737 10.36%

B. /
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atpsnjix J

TABLE X

Analysis of royal expenditure: the incomplete ljbro de

asientos of 1447.1

ftmount. in mrt Percentage

Tierra 4,434,500 16.7 3%

4'ercedes 10,463,840 39.49%

kant enisiientos 10,270,265 38.75%

Salaries 1,054,580 3,98%

Varir* 277,500 1,05%

Total 26,500,665 100%

1 These calculations are based on the document published by
L.tuares Fernandez, 'Un libro de asientos de Juan 11*,
Hlsp.. xvii(1957), 323*68* The following points should
be noted about these calculations}*

(1) The libro de aelentos. the entries of which are

given in roman numerals, is incomplete* Entries x,xvii,
xix, and xxi are miss ing. This means that totals, and
percentages based on these totals, are very approximate
figures*

(2) Often the figure given in the body of an entry
does not tally with the figure, given in rotnaa numerals,
which follows the entry. in these cases the latter
figure lias been the one which I have used*

(3) The 1ibr; does not always make clear which revenues
come under which headings. In my calculations the heading
Varia includes figures impossible to allocate precisely to
any one heading.

(4) Not all figures are given in monetary terras* Such
figures are excluded from totals given in the tables,

(5) Some figures in the libro are given in terms of
coinage and not in terms of money of account. These have
been omitted from the calculations.
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TABLE XI

Holders of royal revenues J the libro de asientos of 1447

Amount, in mrj Percentage

Prince of Asturias 5,900,960 22,27%

The queen, princess,
and queen of Aragoa 2,302,333 12*46''®

Fourteen raecsbers of
the great nobility 7,771,237 29*32%

Seventy-one other
holders 9,526,113 35,93%

Total 26,500,635 100%

1 Calculations based on the document published by L.Suares
Fernandas, 'lin libro de asientos de Juan II1, iilsp..
xvll (1957), 325-68, For reservations on these calcu¬
lations see Appendix J,
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APPENDIX L

TABLE XII

Detailed analysis of some examples of revenue held from the

Crown by members of the great nobility in 1447: royal gross
1

income for 1444 used for a rough comparison*

ENRianSZ

Don Padrique the admiral, and his brother* don Enrique.

Amount in mrs Percentage

Mercedes

Salaries etc

Tierra 289,500

1,248,946

37,000

79.27%

18* 38%.

2.35%

Total 1,575,446 100%

Percentage of royal income in 1444 2.14%

ALVAREZ /
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ALVAKEZ DE TOLEDO

The count of Alba

Amount, in mra Percentage

Tiers* 180,000 19.33%

Mercedes 690,331 74.12%

Mantenimiento 43,000 4.62%

1 claries 18,000 1.93%

Total 931,331 100%

Percentage of
1

royal income in 1444 1.27%

PIMENTEL

Alonso Pimentei, count of Benavente

I
1

Amount, in mrs Percentage

Tlerra 177,000 26.86%

Mercedes 385,478 58.50%

Man ten i in i en to 96,472 14.64%

Total 658,950 100%

Percentage of royal income in 1444 0.89%
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MENPQZA

Ruy dI&z de Mendosa

Amount in mrf Percentage

Tierra 151*500 27*65%

Mercedes 336.500 61.4%

Salaries 60.000 10.95%

Total 548.000 100%

Percentage of royal income in 1444 0.74%

SANDOVAL

Diego Gomes de randoral, count of Castro

Amount in snry Percentage

Tierra 114.500 21,11%

Mercedes 277,000 51,06%

Mantenimiento 139.000 25,62%

Salari es 12,000 2.21%

Total 542,500 100%

Percentage ol royal income in 1444 0.74%
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VELASCO

Don Per© Fernandas de Velasco, count oi Haro

Amount, in tars* Percentages

Tierra 93,000 17.63%

Mercedes 394,670 74.79%

Salaries etc. 40,000 7.58%

Total 527,670 100%

Percentage of royal income in 1444 0.72%

MANRIQUE

Juan *«anriquef count of Castafteda

Amount, in tnrs Percentage

Tlerra 141,000 27.09%

Mercedes 239,400 46.0%

Mant enirniento 100,000 19.23%

Salaries 40,000 7.68%

Total 520,400 100%

Percentage of royal income in 1444 0.71%
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PACHBCQ

Don Juan Pacheco, Marquis of VIliana

Amount, in ears Pare castage

Tlerra 132,000 25,48%

Mercedes 347,980 67*18%

Salaries etc* 38,000 7*34%

Total 517,980 100%

Percentage of royal income In 1444 0.70%

GARCIA D£ HERKERA

El Mariscal, Pero Garcia

Amount , in surs Percentage

Tierra 105,000 22.74%

Mercedes 238,700 51,70%

Mantenimiento 61,000 13.21%

Salaries 57,000 12 , 35%

Total 461,700 100%

Percentage of royal income in 1444 0*63%
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mOv'IJOZA

Don Xnigo Lopes, marquis o£ Santiliana

Amount, in cars Percentage

Tierra 132,000 28*83%

Mercedes 309*900 67.68%

Salaries etc* 16*000 3,49%

Total 437*900 100%

Percentage of royal income in 1444 0*62%

VILLANDRANDO

The count of Aibadeo

Amount* in sars Percentage

Tierra 87,000 24.17%

Mercedes 177,000 49.m

Mantenimiento 88,000 24,44%

Salaries 8,000 2,22%

Total 360,000 100%

Percentage of royal income in 1444 0,49%
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MANRIQUE

Diego Henrique, Adelantado

Amount, In mrz Percentage

Tierra 102,000 30 . 27%

Mercedes 219,000 64.98%

Salaries 16,000 4.75%

Total 337,000 100%

Percentage of royal income In 1444 0.46%

OSOR10

Pero Alvarez de Osorio, count of Traatamara

Amount, in a re Percentage

Tierra 97,500 29.33%

Mercedes 170,400 51,27%

Salaries 64,480 19.4%

Total 332,380 100%

Percentage of royal revenue in 1444 0.45%

1 Figure* lor individual nobles from L.Suarez Fernandez. MJn libro
de aeientoe de Juan IP, Hjsp.. xvii(1957), 323*68. Figures
for royal income in 1444 In A.G.S., E.M.R., leg.3. nos.ll,
12,13.
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APPENDIX U

TABLE XII

Bevenues held from the Crown by Castilian bishops, 1447.1

Holder Total in airs
Nature of
Holdings

Total in cara

Archbishop of Toledo 115,000 Mercedes 326,271

Bishop of Cuenca 219,571 Liantenimiento 105,000

Bishop of Faleneia 67,100 Salaries 62,400

Bishop of Awila 50,000

Bishop of Calahorra 42,000

Total 493,671 Total 493,671

1 Figures from L.fuares Fernandez, *0n libro de asientos de
Joan IP, Hjsp.. jcviiU957)# 323-68.
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APPEM3IX N

table xiv

Revenues of Santa Maria la Mayor, Valladolid, in 149&-1500.*

a) Revenues of the collegiate church of Santa Maria la Mayor,
1498.

Sources of income In kind In mra. Deblt-mrs.

Rents from houses

i entst- 1) Orchards

2) Mesas de cortar carne

3) Houses in moorish
quarter

Rents from vineyards
/

Lesser tithes and prestamps

PortaB^

Cucharas

The niedlanedo

Oblationes

Revenue from the moorish quarter

To Papacy' 33 florins for direct
dependence on Rome

Email items

Total

104 .—

chickens

169,777

7,888}

24,582

71,375

> 1,300

13,350

112 1,400
chidceat

14,000

12 >
chickens

4,000

150

1,670

5,300

308,977}

4,372|

1,442}
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b) Revenues of the collegiate church of Santa Maria la Mayor,
1500,

Sources of income In kind In mrs. Oeblt*mrs

Kent8 from houses I7?,209i
Rents front orchards 5,075

tents from mesas de cortar came 632

Bienes 1,064

Rents from land 631?

Rents from vineyards 25,573?

Leeeer tithes and pros tamos 83,230

Por&asgo 104 —^ 1, 300
chickens

13,350

Cucharas 112 * 1,400
chickens

14,000

The medianedo 2,500

Oblations 8 —
chickens

^ 100

1,400

Revenue from the moorish quarter 5,300

To Papacy: 33 florins for privilege
of direct dependence on Rome 4, 372*?

1
j

Total
I

328,393 (329,318| sic)

1 A.C.V,, accounts for the years 1498*1500,
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APPENDIX Q.

TABLE XV

Revenue and expenditure of Santo Domingo de Silos, 1338*

Income Expenditure

Wheat 1,130 fanegas l-305 fa,aeaae

ftye 613 faneeas 368 f&neaas

Barley 760 faaeaas 789 fanOKas

Wine 1.550 cintaras 3.620 cantaras

Cash 10,510 mra 17,990 mr£

1 These figures are from J.Peres de Urbel, Los monies
espanoles en la edad media, ii. 543.
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APPENDIX P

TABLE XVI

The revenues of the monastery of One, 1456.*

Mrs Percentage

excluding transport
costs 110,000 46,5%

sal t: excluding transport
costs 11,250 4,56%

Wine; calculated as if all
vineyards were on a
share cropping basis
in order to allow
for labour costs

60,000 25,37%

tlonev; al1 revenues in
cash, including
royal privileges

55,285 23.37%

Total 236,535 100%

I A.H.N,, Clero, Papeles, leg.1297, Las rentes deste
monasterio dc oana. que fueron tasadae ... para la tasacion
del subsidio aon eatag ... , ~~
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APP'-NDIX Q

Usurpations of monastic wealth: the monasteries and their
j,

♦protectors' in 1380.

Monastery

Bergondo

toezonzo

Moraime

Sobrado

Arisen teira

Poyo

Chantada

Ferreira

Meira

Mondonedo

Seuxios /

'Protectors*

Fernan Peres de Andrade

Alfonso Lopes
Ruy Garcia de Voiado
Lope Rodriguez Plrraga
Juan Suares Figaredo
Lope Nunes de Osa

Pedro Enrique*, cousin of John I
•Hoy Soga

Pedro Enrique*
Fernan Peres de Andrade
Lope P^res Moscoso
Martin Synches Marinas
G&aes Sudfres Prego
V&sco Gomes de Seijas
Garcia Rodriguez Valcareel
Pedro Fernandez de Andrade

Alvar Paes de Sotornayor
Diego Alvares Sot©mayor

Pedro Enriques
Vasco Gomez de Seij&s
Juan Nunes

I

Vasco Gomes de Sea jas
Ruy Lopes de Aguilar
Arias Pe^ea de Taboada
Ruy Fernandez
Vasco Kodrigues Noguerol

Pedro Kuia Sarmiento
Fernan Pe'res de Andrade
Alvar Peres Gsorio
Alfonso Lopes Saavedra

Pedro Ruis Sarmiento
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i4onasterv

Samoa

Chauaaa
Celanova

/
Naves

Oftera

Ribas del Sll

San Clodio

anta Cristina del Sll

Cornellana

Ranon

Carvajai

Gahagun

San Marco®, Leon

Gardens

Arlansa

Huelgas

Ona

liloseco

Silos /

♦Protectors*

Pedro Ruis Sarmiento
Vasco Gomes de Geijae
Garcia Rodrogues
Vasco Go-tea
Pedro Ruis Sarmiento
Alvar Rodrigues Lymia
Pedro Yanes de Arco

Pedro Ruis Sarmiento
Juan r^res de Nova, count

Pedro Ruis Sarmiento
Juan Peres de Nova, count
Vasco G&nes de Seijas

Pedro Ruis Sarmiento
Juan Peres de Nova

Pedro Ruis Sanaiento

Juan Peres de Nova, count

Count Alfonso, brother of

Count Alfonso

Count Alfonso

Count Alfonso
Teresa Cisneros, wife of ^edro

Mauriquez

Boa Fadriquo, duke of Benavente

Pedro Ruis#Sarmiento
Alvar Consoles Sandoval
Pedro Consoles Carrillo

Pedro Fernandas de Velasco, count
of Saro

Pedro Fernandas de Velaftco

Pedro Fernandes de Velasco
Diego Gomez Manrique

Pedro Fernandas de Velesco

of Letnos

of Lemos

of Lemos

John I
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Monastery

Silos

La Vid

"Protectors1

Pedro Fernandas de Velasco

Juan Gonzalez Ayellaneda
Lope Ochoa

1 From J,L* Santos llles* La encociienda de rnonastertos en
la corona de Castilia, pp,2Ii*4*
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APPENDIX H

TABLE XVII

Income

Le<£n,

of the order of Santiago, 1462*1is the prorincia of

Year Source of Income Mrs Total, j
—~ in tars

1462 Alcabalas 2,643,000

Dehesas 370,000

Pedidos, lievas, yantares, rente
and censes 246,000

All other income (mainly from
tithes)

4,868,400

14661 Alcabalas 2,630,500

Dehesas 598,500

All other income (excluding
tithes of grain) 1,807,755

Grain * 37,679 fanegas

5,036,755

I4662 Alcabalas 2,350,000

All other income 2.780.000

5,130,000

1467 AH income 6,030,000

1468 All income 6,030,000

I /
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1 figures for 1462 in A.G.S,, E#M#R«t leg.13, fol,15R and Vj
for 1466*# Ibid. fois#33R*35Rj for 1466 »1468# fols.60h-
61R. At can be seen# two sets of figures are given for
1466# The first set is derived from more detailed evi*
:dence than the second set# The figures for 146? and 1468
are expressed in the documents as increments in the general
farm of revenues for 1466 # However figures on fols,105R»
1G6R suggest a total of 2#962#000 mrs for alcabalas in
1467#
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APPE&DIX S

TABL£ XVIII

Detailed analysis of the sources of income of the order of

Santiago* 1466t provlncla of ^eon,*

Alcahalas

All other revenues}

Tithes 15,22%

Dehesas 11,88%

Portazgo 1.95%

Kscribania 3.43%

Taxes on Jews and
Moors .22%

Mixed customs taxes 5,58%

Martiniegas .2%

Lievas and Vantares .43%

Pod idos 4.03%

Rents and censes .14%

Varia 2,16%

Mot designated 2.53%

47,77%

Mri

2,630,500

2*406*255

Percentage

52.23%

47.77%

Igjaj ?.9?6»755. 100%

Income In Grain; 37,679 faneotaa of wheat and barley* worth
approximately1753,580 mrs.

1 A.G.8,,E«M.E« * leg.13* Xols«33R"35R gives fairly detailed
general figures. A precise presentation is possible because
of the very detailed survey, by areas and taxes, on fols.
161K-166V. For a presentation of the evidence by areas,
reference should be made to the appropriate map.



APPENDIXT TABLEXIX

DetailedanalysisoftheexpenditureoftheorderofSantiago*1467:provinciaofLeon**
ToRodrigoPjmentel
incash*Notaccoun« :tedforindetail. Personaluse Wagesforpermanent orstandingoffici- :alsandtroops

Mrs

%

600,000 1.900.000
9."95% 31.51%

Balance

2.500.000 3*073,283 456.717
41,46% 50.97% 7.sn

AssignmentsauthorisedbyPjmentelonbehalfof theorder.Accountedforindetail. Churchesandcharity Tierrapayments Militarywages(onceonly) Salariesandotherminor administrativecosts Backpaymentsandre* :paymentsofdebts P°relrey Mercedest- Exemptions:120,500 Cancelled:535,000 Juros.gifta:680,500
Mrs 35,500 547,083 91,180 295,670 178,170 589,680 1,336,000 3,073,283

% 6.39% 9.07% 1.51% 4.91% 2.95% 9.78% 22.16% 50.97%

1Accountsofthetesorero.FernandodeLeon,inA.G.S.,E.M.R.,leg.13,fols.131R~142V.
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APPENDIX U

TABLE XX

Corporate wealth, Seville. General figures on income and
1

expenditure: selected years,

:lined thus, 27.560/6.

Deficit balances are under*

Year Income Expenditure Balance
Mrs/Oineros Mrs /Dine roe intra /Dine roc

1400*1
1

11406-7

1408*9

1416*17

1428-9

1445-6

1447-8

1452-3

Loans

Vino descaminado:
separate account

397,415/7

556,178

60,000

685,914

661,038

3,001/5

1,077,4*8/1

867,877/4

Entrada del Vino:
separate*account 129,000

681,466/9

668,598/8

700

606,178/81

907,152/7

1,137,980/7

952,064/6

103,370

4,447/1

27.560/8

60.492/6

84.187/2

58,557/2

1 These figures are from the mayordomo accounts of the corres¬
ponding years in the archivo municipal. Seville, Sources
of income which were not part of the regular corporate
wealth of the town a re not included. Thus, for example,
the accounts of 1452-3 include 90,715 mrs (balance 36,715
mrs) granted by the Crown to pay eighty^ knights seat to
court in 1451, The accounts of this year also included
137,148 mrs, 8 dineros which were levied by repartimjento
for a campaign on the frontier (balance 1,826/7). Taking
these irregular sources of income into account the balance
for 1452-3 was a deficit of 20,013/5,
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APPi'JNDlX V

TABLE XXI

Detailed list of the corporate revenues of Seville in

1428*9 and notes on the nature of the taxes**
Mrs Dineros

Almojarifasao.
1

Carapo da Matrera 7,701 9

*4 Utrera 17,941 2i

Lebrija 21,838 8

f* Alcala de Cuadaira 24,187 5

t» Coria and ^ Puebla 8,102 5

if Aznalcasar 2,893 7|
if Chi11a 187 5

it Hinojos 3,472 9

M Pi las 685 5

»i M&nzanilla and Lenaf ique 2,683 7

4*
Huevar 2,291 7|

t* Paterna and Hscacena 9,361 9

#1 Tejada 1,457 8

Cast!lieja del Campo 728 9

»* Aznalcollar 158 2

II Salteras 1,620 5

*» San Lucar la ^ayor 6,557 5

*1 Gulllena 337

t* Gerena 1,736

AlmojarifasRO, Alcala del Rio, Burguillos *

L& Rinconada, and Casa*LuenRa. con las

. 2
barcaa. 10,700

Almojarifasgo /
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3
Almojarifasgo and portaggo of Caaalla do

la Sierra with the porjaggo of Alaals, 21,500
Almojarifaggo of Alanis without the

portaago. 3,472

La rente de los molinos (mills) de la

.Rivera de Huesna, 4,686

Altnpjarifaggo and portaago of Constantina. 6,557
Almojarifaggo, Fan Nicolas del Puerto 1,021

** La lAiebla de log Infantes. 1,612

El Pedroso. 1,300

*° Villanueva del Gamino 1,622

Las Barcas de Villanueva del Camino. 16,176
4 ~

La roda del pedroso. 9,838
" »• de Castil Blanco 12,500
" *' del Castillo de las Cuardas. 10,500

Almojarifaggo. Carmona. 5,117
*' Aroche. 874

w Las Cumbres Mayores. 1,802
" Laa Cumbres de San Bartolome

and Encinasola 741

" Cortegana and La N*va 1,490
" Fregenal, Bodonal, and La

Higuera. 27,000
•< Santa alalia 1,310

« Zufre 436

Almojarifaego of Cala 537

Aimota.cenaggo /
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5
Almotacenaago of the Mjarafe and Libera

area 21,992 5

m of the city 16,205

** of the Sierra de Aroche area 6,450

of the Sierra de Constantino
area 8,737 7|

* of Ca JUneonada 124 8

" of salt fish (pescado salado) 13,480 ?2
6

Seventies from the taverns of the city 4,630
7

Fines of the concejo 37,447 5

La Ruarda del alhondiga® 4,993
q

La Kuarda del alcaicerta 10,000

El oeso de las mercadurlas*® 16,227 2-1
Las velas de la ciudad** 14,468 7

12
Kever.ue from kali and barilla 255

LI derecho de las varas*3 1,457 9

Alrao jarifaz^o of Triana 1,500

Almotacenaaao of Triana 1,895 2

La entrada del vino judie^o** 405 1

Las barcas of the puerta of Bib Arra&el 3,120 6

15
Los ejidos of Seville 1,551 4

The mill of Celaya 5,625

The mills of the canos of Carraona 98,387 5

Sal t 55,000

The mill in Alcala de Guadaira 2,089 5

16
The canal of Zurraque 3,907

17
The hu«£tas (orchards) del Lembri11ar 1,290

The /
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18
The marco de la plata 7,430 8

19
The third of the vino descend nado 6,066 3-i

20
Le torre de ios Herberos 1,691 4|

21
Customs duties levied at Aroche 1,028 5

1 * ^ " 22Ca renta del engano 540 4

Revenues from taverns outside the city 698 ?|
23

Cas penas ds las hierbas de las islas 1,200
* , . £ 24Lss penas de las eras e marismas 1,200

Im. demassfa delas doblas del inc en so dclas
huertas dei henbri i iar*' 335 5

606,178 8|

Notes aa the Revenues

* A.&.S* , eaja 1428*9. mavordonto accounts.

Unless specifically ascribed to other references, all
the information which follows is derived frota the registers
and tax farms in A.i4«S,, .aavordomo account s, passim.

1 The term a1mojarifasao covered a multiplicity of rights
and revenues, Lost of these were inherited by the Crown
after the reconquest, Subsequently, the Crown alienated
the minor revenues (almo jarifaggo menor) to the towns
but retained the more important revenues (alroojarifasao
mayor)« The latter consisted mainly of customs duties
and thus, by the later midd.Je ages, were the southern
equivalent of the northern customs duties (dieaaioa del mar)»

In Seville the term denoted all revenues belonging
to the town and derived from its dependent areas. ^ost
of these revenues were granted to the town, in 1253, when
the Crown fixed the urban boundaries* It is impossible
to state exactly what these revenues were since they
varied from area to area. At various times and places
the alaio jari faa&o could include such diverse items as
ca,:«.ion property revenues from mills, shops, and pastures,
ad /
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ad valorem taxes, tolls such as the portaz&o and barcaje«
and municipal lines.

In practice the nature of the alrnojarifazgo is
obvious. M thin the town of Seville itself, it was
necessary to farm taxes separately because of the size
of the town and the large sums of money involved,
Revenues from each dependent municipality, however, were
farmed collectively as almojarifaggo unless a tax of
specific importance warranted a separate farm. The
ferry tolls (barcajes) levied at Alcal& del Rio,
Aznalcazar, and Coria, for example, were included in
the almojarifazgo farms of these areas since they were
not important enough to be farmed separately, The
same did not apply for the barcaje tolls of Villanueva
del Camino which were worth lS^176 mrs in 1428-9 and
were, therefore, farmed separately from the airaojarifazgo
which was only worth 1,62,2 mrs. For a general discussion
see R.Carande, Carlos V y bus banqueros, ii. 301-2 and
J.Gonzalez, Repar timiento de Seville. i. 366-9.

2 These were boat tolls. In the case of the tolls at
Bib Arragel and the almojarifaago of Aznalcazar the tax
farmers had to provide the boats but, in other areas,
the boats were provided by the town,

3 Fortazgo; tolls.

4 Roddt tolls.

5 Almotacenazgo. The revenues of the almotacenazgo
\isually included the alaminazgo as well. The almotaeen
and alaaun were officials who were traditiona lly associ-
:ated with markets, weights, and measures. In Seville,
however, the farmers of these duties also seem to have
been charged with enforcing regulations on other matters
such as sanitation. As a result, through time, fines
tended to become payments for the performance of public
services by the tax farmers,

6 These revenues probably included those raised from
gambling which, in other towns, such as Cdrcloba and
Toledo, were farmed sepax-ately,

7 The documentation does not specify what these municipal
fines were,

8 Revenues from controlling the wheat market•

9 Revenues from controlling the silk market,

10 Fines imposed for the use of fraudulent weights and
levied at the same rate as the fines from the carniceriaa.

11 /
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11 Revenues which were possibly connected with the night
watch.

12 Soap manufacturers paid 2 rorg per quintal of mazacote
and 1 «£ per quintal for barilla.

13 Fines and rights connected with measures.

14 A tax on wine imported by ^ews.

15 Common gracing property.

16 I have not been able to identify the location, although
the documents indicate that it must have been near the
salines. The revenue seems to have been connected
with fishing.

17 These were rents from leases of orchards in Triana.

18 The aarco da la plata was a municipal tax lavied on
each ship which tooit on cargo in Seville.

19 these were fines levied on those who illegally imported
wine and grapes into Seville i two thirds of the fine
went to the ^rown and one third to the town.

20 The nature of this revenue is not specified in the
documents. Fuller entries in the farm conditions read,
la torre delos herberos conlas tierraa vacadas e el
arrovo "de 'sen Juan.!" ' *""" ~~ ~

21 These were customs duties on trade with Portugal which
were alienated by the Crown to the castellan of Aroche
and subsequently taken over by Seville.

22 A revenue which was connected with some kind of bridge
work on the Guadalquivir.

23}These were revenues which appear to have been raised
24}from gracing fines levied in the vast area to the south

of the town.
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Judicial£inee andpenalties
1axesonconsuai- :ptionandpro¬ duction.

TABLEXXII

Analysisofthecorporateincomeolfcvllie,1406-53, 1406-7 100%

1416-17 100%

1428-9 lOCf

Almojarifaago Taxeslevied onthecircu-
:lationo£ goods. Revenuesderived

f rozncentrolof ma.rkata,weights, measures. Commonpropexiy Varia,

Almojarifaa.Ro(including W>»

Barcas Entradadavinojudie;o Thesifcrcadclaplata AduansofAroche
•ocas

43.7%

40.2%

33.41%

1445-6 106% 33.48

1447-8 100*4 36«16-
1452-3 100%

29.74%

Elderechodelasvaras Altuotacenaa£0(iuc1uding alaminaago) Fishmarkets(clothes shopsandsardinecleaning V»eightsandmeasures Policingandprotection ofsilkandwheat exchanges

3.23

.38

3.18

.87

.05

.07

1.71

11.872.45
J8.291.23

.21

.17

6.06

5.20

5.42

.62

.27

.24

9.11

9.55

11.36

21.41

19.47

9.39

7.17

2.68

2.29

2.48

2.4?

3.53 .06 .75 .29 4.46

3.57 .06
»tU

.28 4.76

4.55 .06

9.781.0812.17 1.1 5.38

.52 7.06

16.758.58
4.04 2.35

.51 9.41

,22.557.56
3.62 2.47

.46 10.54
23.57.06

5.37 2 ,72

0»

© ©

(•

19.15

3.74

4.69

7.18

7.57

6.92

8.74

Kaliandbarillafor soapindustry
r-f* Dicssaoofoliveoil, AlealadcGuadaira Taverns TilesandBricks

.74 10.63
,12.48

.93 .18

.61 y.52 .91 .09

J1.13

.04 9.07 .68

9.99

.24
6.68 ,83

7.75

6.36 .85

7.21

.6 7.59 .82 .93

9.94

Ui11s Other(censes,rents, Varia(orchards,etc.)
1.7IB.05I
)1.3513.051,46 _9.51 3.756.71

18.28115.58I12.96116.71 .92,19.21.51,17.091.29,14.251.56118.27 2.472.091.99
3.4
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1 The grouping of taxes in this table is designed to
present lengthy accounts in a summarized and convenient
fashion. *t should, however, be remembered that the
very nature of the a1mojarifazgo revenues prevents a
proper classification of income: see the notes on the
altnojarifazgo in Appendix V, It is also obvious that
the classification of taxes can be altered. The derecho
de las varas, for example, could quite properly be re-
classTfTed under the general section of judicial fines
and penalties.
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APPENDIX X

TABLE XXIII

General analysis of expenditure in corporate wealth
i

accounts: Seville, 1416-17#

Mrs, «
/

The Nomina of salaries and castles 201,440 29*25)

Salaries and castle pspents made
by llbramientos

Alms

Discounts, losses# and delayed
payments in tax farms

Construction, repairs, writing
materials

Expenditure related to the royal
court

Expenditore related to the acti-
:vities of the royal corrogidor

Back payments of salaries and debts
from previous years

Other

97,884 14,21)

26,072/6 3*79

24,663/9 3*58

52,310/6 7.60

72,500 10,53

97,473/8 14,16

87,822 12.75

28,423/9 4.13

fa

) 43,46
)

Total 688,598/8 100%

1 A,M.S., caja 1416-17, accounts of the mavordomo. For the
background to the fission of the corregidor aee above pp.
349-52.
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APPENDIX T

TABLE XXIV

General analysis of expenditure in corporate wealth accounts}

Seville, 1452-3.1

The Nomina of salaries

salaries paid out under Ilbraraientps

hdmtna of castles

Alms

Discounts and losses in tax farms

Construction, repairs, writing
materials

Expenditure related to the royal
court

Other

M££

360,180

36,105

304,000

33,865

%

63,229/4 5.99

46,000 4.36

20,000 1.89

192,130/5 18,21

mL

34.12)
)

3,42} 66.34
)

28.80)

3.21

Total 1,055,509/9 100?.

[sic]

1 A.M.S., caja 1452-3, accounts of the ffetyordomp. For a
detailed breakdown of expenditure see the following
appendix.
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APPENDIX Z

TABLE XXV

Detailed analysis of expenditure! Sevilie, 1452*3#*
A# The Nomina of salaries*

B* The Nomina of castles#

C# Libramlentos,

A. The Nomina of salaries, 1452*3# Total, 360,160 mra#

Name Office Mrs

Don Juan de Gusman, duke of Medina
and count of Niebla

I
,

Don Alvaro de Stuniga

Don Juan Pacheco, marquis of
Villena, mayordomo mayor of the
prince ~"
Don Pedro de Guzman

Juan Ceron
f i

Don Alvar Peres de Guzman

Don Alvar reres de Guzman: for
the 13 veladores of the city

Mendosa the Ugly

Pedro de Melgarejo

Jorge de Medina

Alfonso de Ayora

Fernando /

Alcalde mayor

«♦

26,000

28,000

M " 28,000
" " 28,000
*» « 28,000

Alguacil mayor 6,000

Kegldor

1*

4,680

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000
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Fernando de Portocarrero Reaidor 3,000

Fernando de Santillan " 3,000

Alfonso Fernandas de Melgarejo " 3,000

Fernan Ruys Cabeza de Vaca *' 3,000

Gonzalo de Stuniga *" 3,000

Luis de **ledina " 3,000

Pedro Fernandez de Marmolejo M 3,000

Fernan Ortiz " 3,000

Pedro Gonz&l e« de Bahainoa " 3,000

Feman Perez de &elgarejo *' 3,000

Juan Manuel de Land© *' 3,000

Sancho Mexia * 3,000

Rodrigo de Ribera '* 3,000

Juan Barba " 3,000

Juan de Torres *f 3,000

Ruy Diaz de Quadras " 3,000

Gonsalo de Quadros ** 3,000

Alfonso de Jaen M 3,000

Anton Rodrlgues de EsquWel " 3,000

Pero Ortiz " 3,000

Alvaro de Fsquivel " 3,000

Fernando de Medina *' 3,000

Alfonso de Velasco ** 3,000

Juan Fernandez del Marmolejo ** 3,000

Gonsalo de Saavedra ** 3,000

Diego de Berrera w 3,000

Luis de Monsalve *' 3,000

Diego Lopez de Fevilla ** 3,000

Suer /
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9

Soar Vasques da Moscoso Regidor 3,000

Rodrigo da Quadroe
It 3,000

Juan da Cervantes ft 3,000

Juan da Pineda Escribano mayor 3,600

The said Pedro Fernandas del
Marmolejo Procurador mayor 6,000

Tha said Pero Ortis Contador mayor 3,000

Juan Mexia» jurado Contador mayor 3,000

Tha said Juan Fernandas del
Marmolej© A }«1*4 *«4%t

2,000

Blank, ragidor Con una tabla da

A®* f.ftl.t®!
600

ttllWm ** W 600

wiWtl Con tenencia da
in

600

" regidor Con.,1® lift™ de
If?

600

Garcia Tello Alcalde da la
tierra da
Savilla *

8,000

Juan da Saavedra

MosWin ^artei

Padro Wjpea da Sevilla

The said Conealo da Saavedra

The jarado Juan Martinea, It,
to Juan da Pineda. (Mrs, barley,
cloth)

Alfonso Gomes, contador for
Par© Ortiz, 24 and contador
maror (Mrs, barley, cloth)

ft K 8,000

Mayorfomg da l9&
hidalgos perpatuo3,000

Mavordomo

d• Aft
E33GHS

Lt, to tha
ascribano mayor

Contador

Contador

3,000

20,000

5,500

5,500

5,500
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Hie cense of the council house 300

Bachi lley Rodrigo hodsigoes de
r"evil la

Liceaciado Juan Sanchez de
Gal legos

Guillen de las Cases

Alfonso do Torres

Luis de Medina, 24, son of the
former treasurer and 24, Alfonso
Consoles de Medina

Fernando de Santill^n, 24

Alfonso Fernandas, jurado

Anton Gonzalez, jurado, see*
:retary to the duke

The eeid jurado. Juan Martinez,
escrlbano of Ihe cablldg, (Mrg.
barley, cloth)

Juan Rodragues, jurado of San
Juan and Juan FernAndea, jurado
of Santiago, of this cityTTJrl
of the 1,000 mra for being in
^e jgaea, dg„ lrjuaUc^a to be
given on their behalf to the
jurado Pedro de las Casaa

**•!*»<*<>
city

of the

*4

Fiel Gsecutor

•4 ♦*

ft

t* ft

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

Previous year*a 5,200
aalary as escrib-
:ano del cabiido

Jurados in the
Gasa de la
Juatlcia

500
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B» The Nomina of castles, 1452-3# ^otal, 304,000 mra.

Name Castle £**<

The duke of Medina and count of Niefola

Licenciado Juan Fernandez de Seville,~

in place of don Alvaro de
Stuniga, alcalde mayor

Don Juan Pacheco, marquis of Vlllena,
alcalde mayor

Don Pedro de Guaman, ^calde.mayor
Juan Ccron, alcalde mayor

Don Alvar Peres de Gunman, alauacil
®ftX2£

Fernan Ruys Cabesa de Vaca, reaidor
/ #v

Gonsalo de Stuniga, reaidor

Jorge de Medina, reaidor
/

Ruy Dias de Quadras, regidor

Juan Darba, reaidor

Luis de Medina, regidor

Alfonso Fernandes de Melgarejo,

Pero Qrtia, regidor

Rodrig© de Ribera, regidor

Juan de Torres, regidor

Fernando de fantillan, regidor

Anton Rodriguez de Esqulvel, regidor

Diego /

Faterna 6,000

El bollo 6,000

Eseacena 6,000

Torres 6,000

San Lucar 6,000
la Mayor

Alcantarilla 6,000

Coria 6,000

Gerena 6,000

Santa Dialla 6,000

Aroche 6,000

Villanueva 6,000

Lebrija 6,000

Las Cabesas 6,000
de San Juan

Cala 6,000

Encinasola 6,000

Constantina 6,000

Las Cumbres 6,000
de San
Bartolome

Alocas 6,000
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Diego de Tierrera, regidor Mairena 6,000

Pedro de Melgarejo. regidor Las Curabres
Mayores

6,000

Fernan <-*rti!s. reaidor Asnalcasar 6,000

Alfonso de Velasco. reeidor Fregenal 6,000

The said Alfonso de Velasco for his
salary as judge of appeal because
he does not levy for cases appealed
to him

10,000

Juan Fernandas del Marmotejo. regidor Zufre 6,000

Pedro Fernandes del Marmolejo. regidor 01 re ra 6,000

Gonsalo de Quadros. regidor La Puebla
de los
infantes

6,000

Mendosa the Ugly, regidor Cortegana 6,000

Fernando de Portocarrero. regidor Castillo de
Las Guardas

C* • ooo

Juan 'ianue 1 de Lando, regidor Casalla 6,000

: ancho Mexxa. regidor Cast!lblanco 6*000

Alfonso de Jaen Aracena 6,000

Fernando de Medina, reg idor £1 Pedroso 6,000

Gonsalo de Seared ra. regidor Bollullos 6,000

Fernan Pe'res de Melgarejo, regidor £1 Aguila 6,000

Alvaro de Esquire! • regidor Blank 6,000

Alfonso de Ayora, regidor Burgui1los 6,000

Diego Lopes de Seviila, regidor Casti1lo
de Real

6,000

Luis de Monsalve, regidor Palomares 6,000
*

Suer Yasoues de Moscoso, regidor Burguillos
(Sic)

6,000

/ /
Pedro Gonsales de Bahamon, regidor Guillena 6,000

Juan /
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Juan de Cervantes, regicior

Juan de Baavedra, alcalde de la
tierra de Sevilla ~~

Garcia Tello, alcalde de la tierry
de Seville

Juan de Pineda, escribano mayor del
coneejo

Kodrigo de Quad roe, reg idor

Guillen de Las Castas, fiel esecutor

Alienee Fernandas, Jurado, fiel eaecutor

Alfonso de Torres, fiel eseeutor

Anton Gonzales, jurado. fiel esecutor

Kuy Sanchea de Huete

Morogil 6,000

Alcala de 6,000
Guadaira

Tejada 6,000

Castilleja 6,000
del Campo

Castillo 6,000
del Campo

Patema 6,000

Alcala 6,000
del Rio

f
Aanalcollar 6,000

La Puebla 6,000

Alan is 6,000
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Ct LlbraiaientoB, 1452*3, (Ti ese are not given in the

same order as in the accounts bat have been classified

under general headings. The 1ibramlcntoa of the supple*

jmentary account of the entrada del vino are also included,)

Salaries included under Libramientos

Name Office Mrs

Maestre Pedro

Bachiller, maestre Diego Aboacar(?)

Alfonso de iiibera

Maes t re Hamet and Maestro Mahometv
Moors

Alfonso Micer (Mrs, Bruges cloth,
barley)

Alfonso Gonzalez de Segura (Mrs,
Bruges cloth, barley)

Juan Gutierres

Bachiller Eedrigo Rodriguez

Juan Rodriguez el Moco (Mrs, courtrai
cloth) x

Luis Fernandez

Maestre Juan (Mrs. Courtrai cloth)

Bartolome Copes " "
/

Diego Rodriguez

Juan Lopes

♦♦

City physician 2,000

Physician 2,000

Appaeiitador 1,200
of Seville

Caneros 3,225

Portero of the 5,110
Casa del
Cabilclo

Ballestero de 5,110
Maca oif"Seville

Guard of the

babtldo'
500

Lawyer of the 3,000
poor

Ueneatriles

Trompeta

Candelero

Surgeon

Mounted
cons table

6,320

2,000

500

Part /
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Part payment of his salary

/ /
Gomes uarca, jurado. part payment

Maestre Fernando, part payment

The hangman or
public executioner

600

El cargo de faser I,500
cargar e descargar
lasmercadoria'g e

otraa coaag que se
han (ie pesar en ei
peao del R<m

Surgeon

Anton wartanes (Mrs. Courtrai cloth) Troropeta

1,000

2,040

Normal Expenditure on Alma etc • Libramientos

To the treasurer and chaplains of the royal chapels
Xor the souls of the kings ol Castile, yearly
payment 18,080

Alms to the nuns of San Leandro, yearly payment 1,000

Expenditure on Corpus Christl 14,640

145 mrs being one Castilian dobla de oro. die*
{counted from the revenues of t'he~Huertas del
Merabri1lar as a result of Seville*! donation of
the cense of an orchard to the monastery of St* 145
Jerome in approval of the gift made by the tenant,
the wife of Fernando Garcia de Ribera, to the
monastery

discounts /
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Discounts and Losses on Revenues

To Juan Rodriguez, jurado. as compensation of the
fleldad del vino which was withdrawn from him
duringluTy and August of 1450 as a result of the
city's decision to open the gate 1,500

To the said Juan Rodriguez, expenses to help with
the cost uhich he and other fieles and farmers of
wine will incur in their journey to the towns and
places of this city in order to see to the admini*
*Stration of the wine 1,000

Discount allowed, according to the conditions of
this city, to the farmers of the third part of the
vino descaminado .for the last three months of this
year which were taken from them when the city
ordered a farm for six months, which began on the
first of April and will end on the last day of
September of this year 8,198

To be received into account on the mayordoaao*s
behalf by testimonies and evidence of Juan
^artfnes, eacrib&no del Rev and escrihano del
Cabildoi losses sustained against certain persons
in certain revenues of the corporate wealth 5,241

To be discounted from the revenues of the
alcao jarlfaago of A lea la de Guadaira: sums spent
t»y the farmers on the repairs of the mill of
Alcaic 5,000

To be discounted for the sum which the city's
contadoros paid to Juan de Gaceres, which he
gained in"the revenue of the Canal de Zurraque,
which was farmed for five years, since they
entered the full amount of the farm as revenue

this first year and only discounted 60 mrs for
the bid of the first year 240

To be discounted to the roayordomo from the salt
revenues} 13,430 mrs 4 dineros which were entered
as revenue by mistake, since "the real value is
52,484 mrs instead of 65,914/4ds« 13,430/4

Supplementary /
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Supplementary Account, Rntrada del Vino

To Juan ^arba, regidor# 4,500 tars, and to the
jurado Pedro de Vargas# 2,250 org, as compensation
Tor the fieldad del vino withdrawri from them when
the city farmed the entrada del vino for si* months
beginning on the first of April" 6,750

To <odrigo de itibera, reaidor, compensation for the
fieldad del vino withdrawn" for the entrada del vino 4,500

T© Martin Fernandas del "'armolejo, jerado, coatpen*
•Ration for the fieldad del vino 4,500

Fernan *Vres de Melgarejo and Gonaalo de Saavedra,
regidores, compensation for the rights belonging to
them with the fjeldad del vino 9#000

To Gonzalo Lopes, recaudador of the said revenue,
30 mrs in each thousand 1 3, $70

Repairs, Materials * Libramientos

To Juan Gutierres, guarda del Cablldo# in order
to buy coal for the Casa del CaFildo400
To Juan Gutierres to buy paper and ink for the
accounts 1,000

To Alfonso Martines, carpenter, for repairs to
the puertas del rfp of this city 600

Supplementary Account • hntrada del JU£2

To Francisco de Villafranca, workman of the
city works, for city works 44,000

Court /
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Court (Supplementary Account Entrada del -.yjna)

To Alfonso Fernandez de Melgarejo, son of
Fernando P^res de Melgarejo, regidor. for two
escuderos. one from the king and the other
from the queen, for the news of the birth of
an inf ante 20,000

Other expenditure * Ljbramientos

To Diego de Torreei1la, in lieu of the alea id{as
de mesta of this city which the king granted to
h in) " 25,000

/

Per© Lopes de Seville, mayordomo, for work
carried out by him in various''matters 20,000

To Conzalo Wipes de Seville, on the, order^ of
du&n Cerdn, alcaide mayor, and Anton Gonzalez de
Almonte, jurado and fiel esecutor, judges commies*
: ioned by tlie CounciT' In the*"3Tspute between
Gonaalo Lopes and the city) this order being
counter*signed by the contadoree of the city and
requesting Pero L&pes de ^eviila, mayordomo and
son of the said Gonealo L^pes, to pay 39,760/5

To Gonaalo de Saavedra, towards the 100,000 mrg
(the rest is unreadable} 64,500

To Pero Fermmdez del i,;annole jo, rggidor, for
payment of guards placed in the tower'of the
church of Santa Merle La «*ayor, on orders of
Seville 840

Pero Ortie, expenses towards twenty days spent
in Eecacena on the orders of Seville 2,000

To Juan Calafate and «Juan Larti'nes, eecrihano
del rey, in compensation for damages during the
period when the *nfante Enrique cam# to the
Seville area 9,280

Supp 1ea»en tary /
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Supplementary account, Cntrada del vino.

To ^ero Femend ea del *"armolejo, regidor. by
letter and order ol Seville lor reasons contained
in the said letter 10,750

1 A.M.S. t caja 1452*1, accounts ol the wavordcMso,
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APPENDIX AA.

Genoese merchants in the south.*

A* Genoese merchants importing grain to Seville during

the crisis of 1412*13*

B, Genoese merchants importing grain to Seville during

the crisis of 1473.

C* Genoese merchants in Seville, Cadia and Puerto de

Santa ^arfa who were subjected to forced loans in

1489*

A* Genoese merchants importing grain to Seville during

the crisis of 1412*13.

Caatlllanname

Pelegrin Cataao

Jacomo Catano, brother of 'elegin Catano

Galeaco Saluago

Ambrosio Centurion

Antonio Badinela

Juan de Tamao (Tanulo?)

Jufre Saluago

Prospero *?so de &iar

Taranio de %r

Polo Uso de %r, father of Prospero

Antonioto /

Genoese name

Cataneo

Cat&neo

Salvage

Centurione

Tano?

Salvage

Uaodimare

Usodinare (^aris?)

Unodimare
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-^atouioto Ytalian Italian©

Nicoloao Casfc&nna C&sfcagna

Sal iii Castamxa, brother of Nicolas© Castagna

Polo Saluago Salvage

Antonio de Asinago

Andrea Gentil Gentile

li» Genoese merchants importing grain to Seville during

the era a is of 1473.

Luis da ^aryn

Antonio Despindola

Jorge Briesta (Briesca?)

Geroniino Ssouartofisco

Agostyn de Spindola

Castellin Pinelo

Francisco Pinelo

Caspar Saluago

Pedro de la Coruna

^edro de ^aryn

Bartol^roe Caluo

Enrique de Camilla

Tererao de ^*aryn

Sebastian de Negro

Gregorio Presenda

Juan Antonio

Folo /

Marinis

Fpinola

Scuaraafi

Spinola

Pinelli

Pinelli

Salv&go

Elarinis

Calvo

Camilla

Warinis

Nigro

Presents-
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Polo do Negro

Grigorio Gantil

Damian Lomelin

Aiabros io de lis© do Aiar

Juan Lomelyn

Oberto Cigala

Donenego Lojardo

Coame Cinturion

Lorenco Pinela

Geronimo de Grimaldo

Geronimo Cantano

Juan Luys de Grimaldo

Oberto ^nperial

Juan Grillo

Torms de Pauinon

Luco Adorrno

,lTICO ^acola

Grabiel Senostral

Cligo de Castellon

Rafael de Cacana

Jacobo Domestigo

Juan de ^ugo

izA /

Kigro

Geniile

Lomel1ini

Usodimare

Lome11ini

Cicala

Ce&rdo?

Centurion©

Pinolli

Grimaldi

Lataneo

Oritaaldi

Imperiale

Griilo

Adorno

Maiolo?

Castello

Castagna
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Cf Genoese merchants in Seville, Cadis, and 'fUerto de
anta Maria who were subjected to forced loan* in 1489.

Seville.

Bernaldo de Griraaldo

Andrea de Cdon

Kttfo de Oria

Julian de Oria

Gregorio Persenda

Luis de ||iberol
Pelegro de Guan

Andrea de Pemar

Pelegro Uso de iiar

Juan Lomeny

Martin Plnelo

Aselirt Catano

Bernabe Bygala

Oberto de Negro

Valian Salvage

Andrea de Cacana

Goame de Hiberol

Termo Tarfoya

Francisco de Porbanis

Cosine de Sorbanis, brother of Francisco

Esteban Espindola

Lucian de Espindola

Francisco de Negro

Juan /

Crimaldi

Dor ia

Doria

Present a

kivarolo

Usodimare

Gomel lint

Pinelll

Cataneo

Cicala

Nigro

Salvage

Castagna

Aivarolo

Sopranis

Soprani s

Spinola

Gpinola

Nigro
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Juan Batista GentiI

Jeronimo Ku£o de Oria

Bernardo de Sorbanis

Geronimo "-edit©

Carlo Barlo

Luis do Odon

Bernardo Pinelo

Angel de Negro

Jacomo d e .'.onfc e

Bernahe Yncali

Luis Tarego

Corredin de Cspindola

Juan de Lapindola

Centile

Doria

Sop ranis

Pinel1i

Nigro

Spinola

Bpinola

Cadis

Pedro Lspindola

Niculoso Lspindola

Cristobal Lspindola

Gotrisco Lspindola

Lorenzo Pinelo

Cosine Lowe1in

F ranci sco Ca t ano •

Pedro and Juan de Guialtedo

Bernardo de Monte

Domenego de Monejia

Niculoso I

Spinola

Epinola

Spinola

Spinola

Pinelii

LomelJini

Cataneo

Moneglia
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Nictiloso de %r

Margulo de Grimaldo

Pedro Gentil

Esteban Centurion

Pedro Batista de Negro

Tomas Sauly

Juan Antonio de Franquis

Alcajar.se Saluago

Forte and his brother

Juan Parresujuin

Puerto de Santa A*ar(a

Caai1 de Forne

Mateo Buica or Ldnnan

TTsodimare (Maris?)

GrimaMi

Genti le

Centurione

Nigro

Sauli

Franchi

Balvago

Fornari?

1 Although a few families, such as the Cibot Maruffo, and
Vivaldi, are not represented in these lists, most of the
Genoese families with interests in the south of Castile
are mentioned. The Genoese merchants in lists A arid B
are those who negotiated with the town council during
the crises of 1412-13 and 1473» A.M.S., caja 1412-13.
docs.138,161.189 and caja 1473-4, documentation beginning
helacion del pan and extending at length from negotiations
on~26'lpri1 1471 to the accounts of the grain imports.
Bist C includes Genoese mentioned in A.P.S.,111* Anton
iuiia de Porras, fols.251V-252V.283K and V. These docu¬
ments deal with the attempts by Alonso Tulles* a royal
official, to raise forced loans from the Genoese in
Andalusia. Unfortunately Alonso Telles, delegated much
of his task to others and confined his own activities to
Seville - hence the absence of Genoese names for the Jerez
area and the defective lists for Cadis and Puerto de Santa
uarC&,
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APPLLDIX BP

TABLE XXVI

General analysis of the distribution of tax assessments on

Jews, 1450-74, In each of the four assessments 100% *

450,000 tnrs.*

Area 1450 1453 1464 1474

Bishopric of > urgos 8.06% 9.04. 8.43% 6.84%.

Bishopric of Calahorra 6.1% 6.66% 6.42% 6 .63%

Bishopric of ialeacia 11.35% 10.51% 14.03% 12.1 %

Bishopric of Qaiaa 3.84% 2.91% 4.35 '

Bishopric of Siguenea 3.58% 3.44%

Bishopric of Segovia 3.98% 4.23%

Bishopric of Avi la 7.59% 8.87%

Bishopric
Ciudad

of Salamanca and
Kodrigo 1.7 % 2,82

Bishopric of Zamora 1.53% 2.13%

Bishopric of
As torga

i-eon and
11.86% 8.25%

Archbishopric of Toledo 13,46% 14,28%

Bishopric of Plasencia 12.61% 12.73%

Andalusia and axtremadura 11.9 % 13.28%

100% 100% 100. 100%

1 The original assessments detail every payment to be made
by every a liama falling within each of the general areas
listed in this table. The table simplifies the detailed
assessments by presenting the total for each general area
as a percentage of the granA total. The assessments of
1450 and 1453 do not survive intact and detailed figures
are only given for the first few bishoprics: A.G.S.,E.M.R.,
leg.l , fo 1 s •319&-320Vf368H-369V• The complete repartition to
for 1464 consists of six folios: ibid, leg.13"(antiguo leg,
18 ), The repartlmjento of 1474 is printed, with some errors,
in Amador rie loa ft'losT op.cit..pp.996-1003.
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APPENDIX CC.

The Jews and the royal finances: the evidence of the royal

register of 1440,*

Don Santo Abarhi

Merchant and inhabitant of V|1la Cereso, Guarantor

for don Mayr Qienveniste for the moneda forera of the

n*er indad of Burueva (fol« 96A) •

Don Culeman Abenaex
i

Inhabitant of Avila* Tax collector and tax farmer of

the salines of Atlanta {fol, 75V),

Don Santo Abenamias

Inhabitant of Vitoria, T»x farmer of the portaggo

of Vitoria, the ferrer^as of Viscaya, and the moneda forera

of the merindades of Burgos, Rioja, and Cantos, Tax

collector of the diegmos de la mar of Castile, Guarantor

for don Yucaf Garcon for tht pedido of the nerIndad of

Cast! 11a Vieja, (fols,l3R, 23R, 68R and V, 83R, 96a)

Don Yucaf Abenamias

Inhabitant of Vitoria* Guarantor to don Santo

Abenamias for the moneda forera of the merindades of Burgos,

Rio ja, and Campos (fol 83H)•

Don /
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Don Jacob Abenxu xen
/

Inhabitant of Segura, Guarantor for Juan Ramirez do

Toledo for the partldoa of tfuete and the order of Santiago

and for the sacadao of Coria and C^ccres and the bishopric

of Badajoa (fol,57V>.

Rabbi Abrahen Abercux
*

Inhabitant of ^lasencia* Guarantor for Diego Rodriguez
do Sevilla, tax farmer of the bishopric of flasencia (fol.27K),

Don Yuda Abolafia

Inhabitant of Seville* Guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniate

for the global farm of the alcabalae for the whole kingdom

tfoi. 6V)*

Don Yaaque Abudaran

Inhabitant of Toledo* Tax farmer of the alcabalas.

tercias. and moneda forera of the archdeaconry of Alcaras*

Guarantor for Abrahen Anacava for the alcabalas of the

bishopric of Oama. ffolo*31Rt 51V, 90V)*
/

Don Yucaf Abudaran

Inhabitant of 7olado* Guarantor for Don Yaaque Abudaran

for the alcabalas and tercias of the archdeaconry of Alcaras.

(foi.52V)*

Don /
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Don Bayn (?) Alaella

Inhabitant of Trugi 11 o * Guarantor for ^iogo Rodriguez
do Seville, tax farmer of the bishopric of Piasencia (£ol*27K)

Symucl Aiaeiia

Inhabitant of Xarahis do la Via, village of the town

of Piasencia, Guarantor for Diego Rodriguez do Seville,

tax farmer of the bishopric of Piasencia (fol*27R)«

Don David Alfandari

Inhabitant of ~egura do la Ordon, Guarantor for Juan

Ramirez do Toledo, tax farmer of the partidos of Huete and

the order of Santiago and for the aacadaa of Coria and

Q&ceres and the bishopric of Badajos (fol.57V),

Don David Aben Alfar

Inhabitant of Villa del Quintanal• Tax farmer of the

u.oneda forera of the bishopric of Cuenca (fol,91V),

Don Abrahen Anacava

Tax farmer of the alcabalas of the bishopric of Osma

( fol, 30R) .

Don Frayrae Anacava de Toledo

Inhabitant of Toledo* Guarantor for don Ysaque Abudaran

for the a1cabalas and terclas of the archdeaconry of Alcaras

(fol*52V)*

Ysaque /
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Ysaque Ba^o
Servant of don Abrahen Bienveniste* Tax farmer of

the moneda forera of the bishopric of Aetorga. Guarantor

for Salamon Bieneveniste de Alman^a, tax farmer of the moneda
torera of the bishopric of Siguensa (fois. 88K, 92V),

Don Saiarnon Baquex

Inhabitant of Medina del C&mpo. Brother of Yujaf
Baquex* Tax farmer of the ajcabaiai of the archbishopric

of Santiago and the bishopric of Tuy, Tax collector of

the dieamo and medio diesmo de lo morisco of the archbishopric
/ / /

of Seville and bishoprics of Cordoba, Jaen, Cadis, and

Cartagena. Guarantor for Don Salomon Cidicaro, for the

diestao and medio diesmo de lo morisco of the archbishopric
, ' /

of Seville and bishoprics of Cordoba, Jaon, Cadis, and

Cartagena (fol*42R, 77V.)

Don ^uleman Barchido
/

Inhabitant of Guadalajara. Guarantor for Luys Gonzalez

de Toledo for the archdeaconries of Madrid and Guadalajara

tfol.SOR and V).

Don Yu^af Barehilon de Soria
Guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniste for the global farm

of the alcabalas for the vhole kingdom (fol.6V).

Don /
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Don Abrahen Bienveniste

One of the two chief tax farmers of the global farm

of the alcabalas and terclas of all the kingdom* Tax farmer

of the alcabalaa and tercias of the royal and ecclesiastical

lands in the merindad of Santo Domingo de Silos, the bishop-

trie of Avila, and the partido of Atiensa* Tax farmer of

the alcabalae and terciaa of the merjndad of Allendebro and

the bishopric of $egovia and of the terciag of the bishopric

of Qsma* Treasurer of royal revenues still to be collected

from previous years* Guarantor for Samuel Bienveniete, bis

son, for the ferrerias of Guipuscoa* Inhabitant of Almanpa
and guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniste for the alcabalas and

terclas of the merindad of Ailendebro and the bishopric of

Segovia and for the terclas of the bishopric of Osma. Son

of Salamon Bienveniste, inhabitant of Aimanca, and guarantor

for Abrahen Bienveniste, chief tax farmer of the global farm

of the alcabalas and terclas of ail the kingdom {fols. IE,

5V, 6V, 20R, 22V, 68V),

Don c^ag Bienveniste
A

Son of don Yucaf Bienveniste, inhabitant of La Coruna

and guarantor for don Salamon Bienveniste of Alm&nca for

*bo partido of Siguensa (fol*44E),

Don /
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Don Mayr Bienveniste

Son of don Yucaf Bienveniste. Tax farmer of the
>

aicabalas and tercias of the merindad of Durueva and arch*

:deaconry of Briviesca, of the moneda forora of the merlauad

of Burueva, of the pedido of the merindad of Burueva, and of

the salt revenues of Anana, Posa, Kusio, Buradon, Herrera,

Alfoli of Castro Crdiales, Lenis, ami Poso de Gavira.

Guarantor for his father, don Yu^af Bienveniste for the
merindad of Castilla Vieja (fols.liV, 13K, and Vt 85V, 96R).

Don Salamon Bienveniste

Inhabitant of Almanca» Inhabitant of Ceroso. Son of

Abrahen Bienveniste. Tax farmer of the alcabalaa and tercias

of the partido of Siguensa and of the moneda forera of the

bishopric of Biguensa* Guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniste

for the global farm of the alcabalas of the whole kingdom,

for Yueaf Bienveniste for the merindad of Castilla Vieja,

and for **ayr Bienveniste for the merindad of Briviesca

(fols. 9R#12V,13Y,43V,SfeR).

Don Samuel Bienveniste

Son of Abrahen Bienveniste* Tax collector of the
/ /

ferrerias of Guipuscoa (fol.68V)

Don Yucaf Bienveniste
>

Tax farmer of the alcabalas and tercias of the medndad

of /
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of C&stilla Vieja. Guarantor lor his son, **ayr Bienveniste,

for the moneda forera of the roerindad of Burueva and for the

salt revenues of ^nana. Guarantor for his father, Abrahen

Bienveniste, for the aicabaias and tercias of the merindad

of Allendebro and the bishopric of Segovia and for the

of the bishopric of Gsma. Guarantor for his

father and Juan K&mlrea de Toledo for the global farm of

the aicabaias of the whole kingdom, (fols. 6R»9R, 11V, 12V,

m,22V,96RK

Bon Yuda Bienveniste

Inhabitant of Soria, Guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniste

for the merindad of A1lendebro, bishopric of Segovia and

bishopric of Osma (fol«22V),

Don Bienveniste

Inhabitant of &oria. Son of don Profete* Guarantor

for Abrahen Bienveniste for the global farm of the aicabaias

of the whole kingdom (fol,6Y),

Bon Bienveniste de Almanpa
Son of Salomon Bienveniste de Almanca, Guarantor for

his father for the moneda forera of the bishopric of Siguensa

and for the aicabaias and tercias of the partldo of Siguensa,

Guarantor for Abrahen Bianveniste for the merindad of

Allendebro, bishopric of Segovia, and bishopric of Osma

(fols,22V, 44k, 88R)

Bon /
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Don Abrahen Gabaco
j

Inhabitant of Herrera de R^o Pisuerge* Son of don

Cag Cabaco* Tax farmer of the alcabalas and tercias of

tlie me rindad of Carrion and of the tnoneda forera of the

tnerindades of VilJadiego and Saldana, Guarantor for don

Salamon Caba^o for the moneda forera of the merindad of
Carrion and for the alcabalas and tercias of the merindad

of Villadiego, Guarantor for Samuel Cabaco for the

iuoneda forera of the roerindad of Cerrato, Guarantor for

Alonso de Valencia for the salt revenues of Santander and

San Vicente de la ^arquera. (fols•1IV,16R,2?V,84R & V, 87R)«

Bienveniste ^abaco
Guarantor for his father* Salaraon Jhibaco* for the

moneda forera of the merindad of Carrion (£01,87^).

Don Salamon Cabaco
y

Inhabitant of Herrera, Tax farmer of the alcabalas

and tercias of the merindad of Villadiego and of the moneda

forera of the merindad of Carrion, Guarantor for Abrahen

Anacava for the alcabalas of the bishopric of Osma (fols.

1 lit* 31R, 87R) «

Don Samuel Cabaco
f

Inhabitant of Herrera. Tax farmer of the moneda forera

of the merindad of Cerrato, Guarantor for Salamon Cabaco
>

for /
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for the alcabalaa and tere las of the cierindad of Villadiego

(fols.UV, 84K).

Don Cabaco
>

Inhabitant of Astorga, Guarantor for Salamon Dienveniete

do A1manea for the oartido of Siguenaa (fol.44R).

Don Culeman Cadi que

Son of don Cadi que. Tax fanner of the infantaggo of

Buete (fol,59K)»

Don Cag

Inhabitant of ^onf errada, Guarantor for Fernan Care/a
de Astorga, for the bishopric of Zamora (fol.34il),

Don Salomon de la Cavalier/a
Inhabitant of Soria, Guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniste

for the global farm of the alcabalag of the whole kingdom (fol.6v)

Don Halanion Cidicaro

Tax farmer of the dleeaio and medio diesmo de lo raprisco
/

in the archbishopric of Seville and bishoprics of Cordoba,

Jaen, Cadiz, and Cartagena, (fol,77V),

Symuel Cobadia

inhabitant of Carrio'n, Guarantor for Juan Ruys de

Valencia for the mpneda forera of the infantaego of

Valladolid (fol,86V),

Don /
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Don David Cohen

Inhabitant of Alcala de Hanares* Guarantor to Ruy

*Jart{nes de * enalosa for the partido of the marguesado (fol.6GR)

David Cohen de Brivtesca

Inhabitant of Murcia* Tax farmer of the alroojarlfaago

of the bishopric of Cartagena and the kingdom of *%rcia (foi«66V)

Don Yujaf Cominero
Inhabitant of Villa Franca de Valcarcel* Guarantor

for Fernan (Garcia de Astorga for the bishopric of Zamora

(fol •34R)«

Don Abrahen Cosninet e

Inhabitant of Vlllalon, Guarantor for Salamon

^ienveniete de Almanca for the monnda forera of the bishop-

trie of Siguensa (fol* 88R) *

Don Yu^af Cre^iente
Inhabitant of Aguilar, Tax farmer of the alcabalas

and moneda forera of the merindad of Asturias de Santiliana*

Guarantor for don &iose Fromesta for the aicabalas of the

merindad of Logrono* (fols.lSV, 23V, 85R.) *

t

Gag Dias de Aatorga

Tax farmer of the four sacadas of Asturias de Oyiedo

(fol.37K).

Don /
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Don David de Dona.'i
V*-

Merchant and inhabitant of Da Corona* Guarantor for

Ferr&nd Rodriguez de Sevilla for the diestaoa de la mar de

Galicia and for the salt revenues of the kingdom of G&licia*

(fol. 69V)*

/
Don Mo8en de Frornesta

Inhabitant of Carrion* Tax farmer of the alcabaias

of the mer jndad of Logrono and the terciac of the bishopric

of Calahorra* Guarantor for Falamon Fromesta for the

mpneda I or era of the merindad of Carrion and for don S-ento

de Leyva for the merindad of Rioja* (fols»14R, 22V, 86V),

Falamon Fromesta

Inhabitant of Carrio'n, Tax farmer of the moneda forera

of the merindad of Carrion* (fol*86V).

Don Jacob Gaon

Inhabitant of Vltorla* Guarantor to Abrahen Bienveniste

for the global farm of the alcabalaa of the whole kingdom

(fol* 6V)*

Don Yucaf Garcon
j }

Inhabitant of Herrera* Tax collector of the pedido

of the merlndad of Castilla la VieJa* Guarantor for ^ero

Garcia de Villadiego for the pedido of the wcrindad of

Vi1ladiego (fol.95V).

Don /
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Don <£ag Hal isco
Inhabitant of Trugillo. Guarantor for Diego Rodriguez

de Sevilla for the bishopric of Plasencia (fol,27V).

Don Yucaf ^anaisiae
>

Inhabitant of ^erida. Guarantor for Juan Ramires de

Toledo, for the partidoa of Huete and the order of Santiago

and the sacadas of Coria and Cdfceree and the bishopric of

Bad&joz (fol,57V)„

Don Ca Hayate (?)

Inhabitant of Duenas* Guarantor for Juan Ruys dc

Valencia for the moneda forera of the infantazgp of Valladolid

(fol. 86V),

Don Mayr el Levi

Son of don &ayr el Levi, Inhabitant of &oria, Guarantor

for Abrahen Bienveniate for the global farm of the alcabalas

of the whole kingdom,

Ron of don Abrahen el Levi. Inhabitant of Soria, Gviar»

:antor for Abrahen Bienveniste for the global farm of the

alcabalas of the whole kingdom* (f0I.6V),

Don Symuel

Inhabitant of Soria* Guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniste

for the merindad of Allendebro, bishopric of begovia and

bi&hopric of Osma (fol.22V).
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Don Salamon de Leyva

Inhabitant of i:«ro. Tax farmer of the moneda forera of the

merjndad of Logrono (fol«86R)»

Don Samuel de ^eyva
Merchant and inhabitant of ^eyva. Guarantor for ^alamon

de DfiyVa for the monada forera of the merjndad of Logrono

(foi, 86H.) •

Sancho de Wyra
Guarantor for Sento de L©yva for the alcabalaa and

terclas of the royal and ecclesiastical lands of the merindad

of Rioja (fol.l4R).

Don Sento de Leyva

Tax farmer of the alcabalas and terclas of the royal and

ecclesiastical lands of the merindad of Kioja« Guarantor for

Don iviose Fromesta for the merindad of Logrono (fols «12V,23V) ,

Don Sento

Inhabitant of Medina de 1umar. Guarantor for Yucaf

Bienveniste for the merindad of Castilla Vieja and for *iayr

Bienveniste for the merindad of Briviesea (fols»12V, 13V)*

Don Layr el ^as^:i
Inhabitant of Forla. Guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniste

and Juan hamirea de Toledo for the global farm of the alcabalas

of /
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of the whole kingdom (fol. 7H)•

Don Samuel cnadia

Merchant and inhabitant of Carrion. Guarantor for Con

f ose Frames ta for the merindad of Log rono (fol .2 3V) ,

Don Ysaque Pesquer

Inhabitant of ^oria, Ta* lamer of the diesmo* and

aduanas of the bishoprics of Calahorrat Qsma and Siguensa

(fol. 71V),

Don Yu^af Pex
Inhabitant of Villa Frechnos. Tax collector of the

pedido of the me rindad of Laldana. Guarantor for Abr&hen

Dienveniste for the global farm of the aleabalas of the

whole kingdom (fols* 6V#97h).

Don Simuel, el z^ofio
inhabitant of Trugillo. Guarantor for Diego hodri'gues

de Seville for the bishopric of Piasencla. (fol.27V)»

Don dose Soriano

Tax farmer of the moneda forera of the bishopric of

Lein (fol.92K),

Don /
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Don Yu^af de Villa Franca de Valcarcel
Guarantor for Abrahen Bienveniste and Juan Ramirez de

Toledo for the global farm of the alcabalas of the whole

k i ngdoia ( f o 1« 7R) •

1 A.G,S., K.ivi.K. , I eg • 2 , Librode Rentas of 1440, The
details abstracted here' complement Bier* s analysis of the
register of 1439: see Baer, Die Juden. ii, 309-10 where,
although the register of 1440 receives a cursory examination,
the register of 1439 is given a detailed analysis.
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APPENDIX DP.

popular unrest and violence in the towns*

13^0 lv»Zo IU5o vumo (UST> WiLo lltgo

1) 1391* Massacres of Jews in Seville, CoVioba, Montoro,
Andujar* Ubeda, Baeaa, Jasn, Villarre&l, Huete* Cuenca*

Burgos, Toledo, Paiencia*

2) 1406* Attack on Jews in Cordoba*

3) 1449* Uprising against taxes and conversos in Toledo,

4) 1459-64* Unrest and violence in Burgos*

5)
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6) 1461. Attacks on Jews and French merchants in Medina del

Campo.

6) 1462-63. Riots and violence in Seville directed against

taxes and royal officials.

7) 1464, Unrest and violence, Yalladolid.

8) 1465. Racial conflicts, Toledo and Seville.

9) 1467. Uprising against conversos in Toledo, riots in

Seville, violence in Burgos.

10) 1468. Massacre of Jewe in Sepulveda.

11) 1469* Attacks on Jewish tax collectors, Tolosa.

12) 1470, Riots in Valladoltd.

13) 1471, Unrest, Burgos.
/

14) 1473. -Massacres of converaos in Cordoba, Montoro,

Bujalance, /damar, La Ramble, 5 antaella, Ecija, Seville,
/ / /

Jerez, Andwjar, Ubeda, Baeasa, A1modova r del Campo, Jaen.

15) 1474. Attacks on conversos in Segovia and Yalladolid.

16) 1476. Uprising and violence in Segovia,

♦ See Benito Euano, Toledo, pp.35, 91, 97-9, 124, 133-8;
Amador de los Rios, op.clt. pp,6l7-20, 635-41, 643, 662-3;
L.Serrano, op.cit..yp.56.101,113; Cron.Val1adoltd, pp.
57-8,80-1; Garcl Sancheii. pp.43-4, 41-7, 48,50,53,56,
59-61; Baer. history. IT.279-83.303-8.
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APPENDIX EE.

1
The immediate effects of wan th e Medinacel i region.

In 1453 a royal portero da eamara. Pedro de la Concha

was ordered to collect information on the effects of an

'Aragonese* invasion into the regions around Medinaeeli,

This invasion or attack had been launched by the Gobernador

of Aragon, »iosen Eebolledo, at the head of mixed forces of

Aragonese, Navarrese, and Cast!lians•

In June, Pedro de la Concha began to collect his

information. Evidence was taken from some 25 witnesses.

These included 3 priests, 3 alcaides. 2 contadoree of the

duke of "Jedinaceli, 1 escribano. 3 igualadores, 2 tax

collectors, 1 mayordomo. and 1 receptor.

The testimony given by the witnesses naturally varied

according to the areas which they knew best. In some cases

Pedro de la Concha checked the evidence by actually visiting

selected places.

In 1488 another survey of the population of the

^edinaceli regions was carried out on the orders of the

duke of ♦"•edinaceli• Thus we have three sets of figures -

Pedro de la Concha*s figures for population before and after

the invasion of 1453 and the figures from the 1488 survey.

The figures in columns one and three refer to house*

'holders (including widows), clergy, and nobility. The

figures in column two, on the other hand, refer to total

aduIt /
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adult population# I have left the figures as they are

without attempting to adjust them#

The witnesses gave much general and specific evidence

on the nature of the destruction that took place# Almost

every place listed was described as depopulated# empty# or

barren as a result of the invasion# in some cases# however#

the witnesses specified the nature and extent of the devas¬

tation. 1 have triad to indicate the areas which were

severely damaged by fire. That the destruction was

horrific is shown by the evidence of those in charge of

tax assessments that 'in this year they had met to make the

assessments and had found no population to assess'•

t is highly unlikely that the sharp drop in population

figures represented widespread massacres. if witnesses#

for example# testified that six men from Fuencaliente were

burnt alive in a cave by the invaders# they also testified

that people hed fled to Cifuentes# Guadalajara, Aicala#

Slguenza# and other places# The few who remained took

refuge in churches or caves,

The following abbreviations have been used*-

B * completely burnt and laid waste by the invaders.

B/ a partially burnt and devested*

V m places visited by Pedro de la Concha*

D m deserted villages listed in the survey of 1488:

twenty of these# which 1 have been unable to locate

geographically and are not listed in the 1453 surveys#

have been left out#
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-uadrilta or Fclawo de la Sierra

1 2 3

Village or Place
Population:
Prior to
attack

Populations
Post attack

Population
1468

/
Santa Maria de Huerta 16

Montuenga 30 6 45

Aguilar de Lontuenga 10 3 2?

Lomeda

Veliila de Medinaceli 20 0 21

Algondron D

Aven&les D

Salinas de Medinaceli 8 0

Valdeserranos 6

Sagides 22 0 34 B

Ch&orna 15 0 24

Arbujuelo 25 0 33

lodes 30 0 32 8

Aacamelas 14 0 14

Ores de ^»edinaceli 12 0 13

Layna 30 0 20 B

Iruecha 10 0 22 8/

Villaseca 15 0 D

Obetago 12 0 21 B

Codes 50 0 28

Madoxos 5 0 D

ilaranchon 50 0 59

Balbacll /
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Village or Place

1

Population:
Prior 1©
at tack

2

Populat ioni
Post attack

3

Populat ion
1488

Ba1bu ci 1 55 0 46

Cla res 40 0 28

Tumid 30 0 42

i-laaarete 35 0 27

Tobillos 20 0 24

Anquela del Ducado 25 0 17

Yalsalobre 30 0 D

Al^ad©que 2

Coined a il

puadrilla or Seiemo del Estremo

Bu jarrabal 25 8 36

Las Bonilias 6 0 D

Es triegana 20 4 19 3/

Garba josa 20 0 27

Aguilar 30 0 27 B

Jodra del Pinar 10 4 11

AIcolea del Pinar 25 2 41

Angui ta. 100 20 38 B/

Pauca 30 5 27 B/

Vi11averd e del Ducado .10 5 32 B/

Iniestola 8 2

Kata /
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1 2 3

Population: Population: Population
Village or Place Prior to Post attack 1488

at tack

Rata 10 0 9

Tor tonda 40 10 45

Luzaga 40 5 41

Mirabueno D

Algora 40 4 42

Laranueva 10 0 13
#

La Hortezuela de Occn 10 0

dcen 8 4 9

Padiila del Ducado 20 0 25

Vi Hare jo de Medinaceli 30 0 25

Navalpotro 20 6 23

Cortes 40 8 44

Sot odosos 40 6 43

Saelis ess 12 5 16

Riba de Saelises 35 4 }
) 52

La Hortezuela 9 0 )

Ablanque 40 4 29
r

Abanades 40 20 31

La Loma 15 0 12

Laa Cuevas D

Liba rr edonda 25 3 24

Torrecuadradi1ia 10 3 28

Ksplegares /
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1 2 3

Population;
Village or Place Prior to

at tack

Populations
Post attack

Population
1460

Esplegares 25 0 36

Sacec.orbo 40 0 64

La ftuenafuente 3

Huerta Hernando 30 3 34

Cnnredondo 35 10 33

Canal es del Ducado 15 0 13

wter 10 5 13

Quad ri11a or Leisiuo del Carnpo

Pinilla del Olrno 15 0 19 B

Aguaviva de la Vega 30 7 85 &/

liadona 20 0 29

Alpansetme 20 4 34 3/

lAezqni t i 1 las 20 10 39

Romani1los de Medinaceli 35 25 70

Alcubilla de las Penas 35 7 42

Valladares 7 0 D B

Blocona 30 0 46

Bel tl jar 20 0 39

Torrecilla del Lucado 12 0 12 V

Velo 15 0 21 V

i .unegra S
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1 2 3

Vi1Iage or Place
Populations
Prior to
attack

Populations
Post a ttack

Papula ti on
1488

Ksunegra 6 0 D

Ynba 8 0 3

Conquesuela 17 V

CorvesIn 8 0 5

Mino de Medina 20 5 20 V

Lodares 20 0

Qlinedi i las 12 4 15 V

Villacorza 12 3 12

La Ventosa del Ducado 20 3 8 B/V

Ambrona 20 0 20

Torra de val de
Almendras 15 6 13

Fuencaliente de
Medinaceli 25 0 24

Matas 6 4 8

Alboreea 12 0 12

Mojares &
%

2 6

Horna 15 6 27

Torralba del Moral 12 4 14

Cubilias 10 0 16

Lsteras de Medina 25 5 33

Alcunesa 25 7 36

Guij o s a 20 16 32

Benarnira /
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Village or

1

Population:
Place Prior to

attack

2

Population:
Pos t a ttack

3

Popula tion
1488

Benamira 20 4 34

Barba tona 8 2 16

i-a Casa 8

Cncina 5 0

CI ».olino de la Torre 17

Senor/os

Arcos 80 0 B

Luzon 80 0 B

Darahona 60 30 B/

Deza B

Vi 1 laroya 400 250

Medinaceli 400 250

1 Pedro de la Concha's survey is in A,P.M., Bed,, leg.50,
doc.4. The survey of 1488 is in ibid. doc*6.
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APPENDIX FT.

A. Soma notes on Absolutism,

B« The cortes; procedure and representation.

A. Some notes on absolutism.

The absolutism propounded by John II was novel in the

sense that it was a deliberate and constant feature of royal

policy. But it must be remembered that the general

accepted mould of thought already regarded the king as

God's vicar on earth and as head of the corpus mysttcuro.

These views were succinctly expressed in the speech which

the bishop of Calahorra, Pedro Gonsaless de Mendosa, made

to the rebellious nobility in 1465.* They were views

which even the critics of royal policy were prepared to

accept * *4.S» fflismo deueis acatar*» wrote Mosen Diego do

Valera in a bitter letter to Henry IV, 'como reynays por

Plos en la tierra, al cjual muncho deucys parecer'

V he re did the ideas regarding the noderf o real absolute

come from? According to ^araval1, 'it was a matter of the

seculariaation and rela tiviratlon of the theological idea

of the divine **potestas extraordinaria" a® met with in Duns
3

Scoto and Ockam*» Yet the very expressions used,and the

main elements of the royal absolutism,seem rather to suggest

the influence of the fourteenth century civilians, espec-

:ially Bartolus.* The post glossators were, after all,

practising /

1 Printed in C.D.h.A.M.. 4B9-90 (cxviii , 1465)
2 See Mem.Divs.Haas.. p.309.
3 J.A.Uar; vail, »The origins of the modern s tate', J.W.H..
vi(1961),799.

4 See Carlyie, op.cit.. vi.149.
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practising lawyers and their adaption of the Roman law to

contemporary problems made their views attractive. * In

Castile, as in Genaany, the superiority of the glossators

was recognised in the law courts# One of John It's uaet

significant uses of the absolute royal power was in 1427

when he decreed, do mi .^ropio inptu e cierta ciencia o

podario real ab s >1u to. that in all civil and criminal case®

2
no authorities should bo accepted which po;it dated Bartolus.

If the courts applied the practical glosses of the Roman

law.thore is surely no reason to doubt that the civilians'

views on the power of the prince were also well known in

Cast!le•

The absolutism of the monarchy did not imply unlimited

power. Theoretically there were certain fundamental laws
3

which the king had to respect# The absolute royal power

could not be used to the detriment of the institution of

Htonarchy or to the detriment of the inalienable nature of

the kingdom. Succession to the throne by primogeniture

was laid down by the t.jete ^artida® and the heir to the
4

throne had to receive the royal authority intact# This

point was covered by the laws

which state that these things inherent in the royal
senoria cannot be alienated or given away by kings
and, if they should give them away, such grants
should only be valid during the lifetime of the
king who grants them#

Similarly i

1 See, for example, 14.H#Keen, 'The political thought of the
fourteenth century civilians' in Trends in medieval poli¬
tical thought, edited B.Sraalley iOxford, 19o5) , 105-26#

2 Versions of this ordinance of 6 Feb.1427 in Escorial,
Z.1I.4., fols #388V-390V and B.N,,kS.,13104, fols,170R-
173V and ibid. 13259, fols.51R-53V.

3 See liaraval 1, ubi supra, pp.800-801.
4 Valdeavellano. fcfstorla de las instituciones#pp.434.438.
From 1399 the heir to the throne was given the title of
prince of Asturias#

5 See for example C.D.R.A.H.. 665-6{exci,1472)•
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Similarly, the kingdom was not the personal property of the
king and there was a legal distinction between the king's

I
private property and the royal patrlraonio, This idea

was reflected by the need of the king to obtain consent

for the levying of certain taxes and by the idea that

kings could not dispose of their realms in an arbitrary

fashion*

In practice these fundamental laws were not serious

obstacles to the use of the absolute royal power, None

of the fifteenth century monarchs thought in terms of

partitioning their realms or of disposing of them to any¬

body but the lawful heir*^ The 'things inherent in the

royal senorlo* were, in practice, taken to mean the crown

lands and kings found no difficulty in dispensing with

this limitation*

The dispensing power was regularly applied for laws

which contained provisions which expressly forbade the

use of the absolute royal power to dispense or contravene

them. The use of the absolute royal power in such cases

meant that the royal will was always above the law in any

particular case and at any particular point of time* The

expression of the royal wili,at the time of the signing of

a letter, took precedence over previous a^id future express-

:ions of the absolute royal power. In 1442, for example,

John f

1 bee G#Davi»f 'The incipient sentiment of nationality in
medieval Castile: the patrimonio real*, fgeculvtm,xii
(1937), 351-8 and travail, ubi supra. p*801.

2 But for the late fourteenth century see Davis, ubi supra,
pp,354-6,
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John II used his absolute royal power to annul any future

laws,made by his absolute royal. ; power, which might

prove contrary to the lew which he was then granting by

his absolute royal power,*
The extensive use of the absolute royal power was not

restricted to great political issues and dispensations

granted in particular cases. It was also commonly used

when the king wished merely to stress the importance of

his wishes • for example, with regard to administrative
2

arrangements# Indeed this frequent use of power needs

to be stressed. If, as ^aravall points out, the absolute

power is clearly stated in Isabella's will and 'there are

3
six specific and peremptory mentions in the text*, the

s?.ajsm is true for her predecessors, Henry IV, for example,

specifically referred to his absolute x>oyal power six

times in one sentencia against a town^ and John II used the
5

formula to dispense with any legal defects in his will*

^et, despite its frequent use, a king like John II was

clearly conscious of the wider issues. The procuradores

in the cortes of Olmedo in 1445}were merely echoing the

king's own view of his powers. In 1439, for example,

John 12 wrote to some of the great nobility and expressed

himself in the following terrast-

The /

* See Uortee,iii#399»400(1,1442).
2 See, for example, Henry iV'» order to his financial offici-
sals in Ascorial, L.II#2i, fols#90V«94!i, 22 April 1461,

3 i*aravall, ubi supra, p.801,
4 C,D,R,A,H,, 667-72(cxcii.1472)
5 Ibid.124 (xlvj.1464)
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The cognisance, judgement and final decision
on this matter, especially since it is of my
own making and appertains principally to me,
does not belong to anybody after God save my*
tself, All my vassals, subjects and people,
whatever their estate, are «•* bound with all
humility, reverence and subjection to my word
and deed ••• According to the laws, so great
are the king's rights and powers that all the
laws and all rights are beneath him} ami he
holds this position not from men but froonGod,
whose place he holds in temporal matters*

1 Kalconero. p.267*
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B, The corteei procedure and representation*

7110 cartes * lack of powers was paralleled by- the degree

of control which the Crown exercised over procedure* There

were no regular meetings since the summoning of the cortes

was completely dependent on the will of the king* Once

the cortes were in session the Crown and the royal letrades

controlled the activities of the procuradorea.* In

practice this meant that the procuradores agreed to taxes

and then presented their petitions to the king* These

petitions were written into the cauderno or record of pro-

Jce,dings. Yet they were* after all* merely petitions

and the king or his councillors could and did give evasive

and vague replies* H«nce, although some petitions could

deal with matters of great importance* the same petitions

were presented in cortes with monotonous regularity and

little effect*

During the fifteenth century the cortes also ceased to

be representative assemblies in any meaningful sense* Instead

they became meetings of the representatives of the third

estate* and even this estate was not properly represented*

The failure of the first and second estate to participate

actively in the cortes was probably due to a realisation

that such participation would be ineffective* The nobility

could /

1 Piskorski* pp*cit**PP»21»3.76»80»
2 JLkM* PP.lOl-i and Cortes.ii 1 .passim.
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could not hope to use the cortea to limit royal power.

The lack of power and the irregular meetings of the cortee

would make such an aim hard to achieve. Furthermore the

attendance of nobility and clergy was limited, since the

king only suB&noned those individuals whom he wished to

attend and could obviously use this power to the Crown*s
1

advantage. In any case, the work of the corte*. espec¬

ially the voting of taxes, did not directly affect the

first and second estates. Clearly,the centre of power

lay at court and not in the cortes. The nobility interested

above all in offices and privileges, fixed their attention

on the court. Consequently the participation of nobility

and churchmen in the cortee tended to be restricted to those

who were court officials and members of the royal council,

with, perhaps, a few individuals who happened to be at

court when the cortea met. The cortes of 1370, 1373, 1407,

1411, 1420, 1425, 1430, 1431, and 1469* for example,were

little more than assemblies consisting of the court offic¬

ials and the representatives of the third estate.

Changes in the representative nature of the third

estate reflected the structure of urban oligarchical power,

formally towns sent two representatives to the cortes. As

a result of changes in urban government in the course of

the /

1 There was no penalty fo* failure to obey a summons, ibid.p.16.
2 Ibid» pp.21,28-33,45.
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the fourteenth century, these representatives ceased to

be elected by the inhabitants of the towns. Instead, the

'election* of procuradorea was controlled by the patrician

oligarchies or by the monarchy. Inevitably these procur-

iadores were chosen from among the members of the olig¬

archies.^ Indeed, the procuradores of Seville In the

cortes of V.alladolid of 1451 even demanded that a law

should provide that one of their representatives be chosen
2

from among the oligarchy. In making this demand they

were probably trying to ensure that royal power could not

be used against the interests of the patricians From

the second decade of the century, and especially during

Alvaro de buna * s period of power, the Crown could and did

intervene to make direct nominations in the 'elections*

of procuradores. Naturally the king nominated those

whom he trusted and, since royal officials were often

rewarded with posts in urban government, they could tech¬

nically be chosen as procuradores to the cortes. The

balance of power between the monarchy and the oligarchies

is well illustrated in a royal letter to Seville in 1457,

The letter announced a meeting of the cortes and then Henry

IV informed the town councilI-

and /

1 Ibid, pp,43-5,
2 Tbfd, p.51*
3 In Segovia, however, control by the oligarchy over the
selection of procuradores was determined by a sentencia
arbitral and was clearly aimed at preventing nobles out¬
s'si'de the oligarchy from interfering in the process:
b,Quintan!1la, 'Sentencia arbitral sobre los oficios de
la ciudad*, E^S., iv(1952),175-83.
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and because the castellan Gonzalo de
Saavedra, a member of my council and one
of my veinticuatros in this city, and Alvar
Gomez, my secretary and flei executor of the
city, are persona whom I trust and are also
officials of this city, my wish and will is
that they are to be the procuredores and
that you name and elect them and nobody else
as the procuradoreg of this city.*

Both these men were theoretically royal and urban officials.

Faavedra, however, was a member of the Seville oligarchy and

merely an honorific member of the royal council, Alvar
t

Gomez, on the other hand, was a royal secretary and an

official of considerable importance at the royal court.*
iloyal and oligarchical control inevitably led to a

decline in the independence of the procuradores and to a

change in their social standing. Procuradores drawn from

the oligarchies, or from the royal officials at court, were

unlikely to oppose the monarchy in the cortes. Their in-

idependence was weakened still further when the monarchy
3

began to pay for their expenses in attending the cortes.

This dependence on the Crown was accompanied by an increase

in social status which may even have led to a venality

similar to that affecting other offices in urban government.*
Frequently,the procuradores of the third estate were referred

to as cabal I eros or hj

acquisition /

algos • terms which reflected their

1 Piskorski, op.cit.,pp.43-5,52.
2 Alvar Gdmezsubsequently turned against Henry IV and was
also mixed up in the Aoledan troubles of 1467J Beni!
Kuano, Toledo, pp.93-8; Mem.Pivs.Haas..n.93.

3 Piskorski. op.cit.,pp.62-$.
4 Ibid.p.64,

to
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acquisition of noble status through their positions in the

urban oligarchies. They were conscious of their social status

and actively attempted to eliminate lower social elements -

gentes de pequenna manera • from the third estate.*

The representative nature of the third estate was

also limited by the small number of towns actually sending

procuradores to the cortes. For most of the fifteenth

century only seventeen towns sent proeuradorss to tho

cortes and even then not all of them were always summoned.

These towns were on Crown lands and directly dependent on

the Crown. Vet not all towns on Crown lands had the right,

to send representatives, and towns situated in the lord*

iships of the Church or nobility theoretically had their

interests represented by members of the first and second

estates. As a result whole areas, such as Calicia and
2

Asturias, were not represented in the cortea.

* Ibid» pp.27-8,49-50,
2 US. PP. 37 -43,
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ArPKNDIX GG.

Political Chronology

1406-18

On the 25th of December 1406 Henry III of Castile died.
Ms successor, John II, was only a child under two years of
age. Henry III had foreseen the problem of a long minority
and entrusted the government of the kingdom to his wife,
Catherine of Lancaster, to his> brother, the Infante Ferdinand
(of Antequera), and to a royal council whose members were
specifically named. Catherine of Lancaster died in 1418.
In 1412 Ferdinand of Antequera became king of Aragon* He
died in 1416,

The political history of these years centred on the
struggle for power between Catherine of Wncaster and
Ferdinand of Antequera. To a large extent, an open and
prolonged conflict was avoided by dividing the kingdom into
two provinces and assigning the northern one to Catherine
and the southern one to Ferdinand. Such a division,
however, did not prevent Ferdinand from attempting to estab¬
lish his own power throughout the Iberian peninsula.

Ferdinand's skill as a politician is evidenced by his
ability to persuade the cortes to finance his campaign on
the Moorish frontier and then to use a further 48,000,000
mrs, granted by the cortes for the same purpose, to pay
for his election expenses at the compromise of Caspe.
Gaining the Aragonese Crown with Castilian money, he did
not relinquish his regency in Castile. From 1412 till
his death in 1416, Ferdinand was both regent of Castile and
king of Aragon.

Ferdinand used his regency in Castile to pursue ruth¬
lessly his own family's interests. Two of his sons were
later to dominate the political scene in Castile, In
1409 Ferdinand secured the mastership of Santiago for his
son, the Infante Enrique, who was to be involved in every
political disturbance until his death in 1445. His elder
brother, the Infante Juan, was given the vast landed posse¬
ssions of the family. Ferdinand also planned a marriage
for him which, in 1425, made him king of Navarre. Mter,
King John of Navarre became John II of Aragon, Until his
later years, however, the Infante Juan was primarily a
Castilian noble. In the end, years of intrigue in Castilian
politics were crowned with the success of his project to
marry his son, Ferdinand of Aragon, to Isabella of Castile.

The Infantes Juan and Enrique were to inherit Ferdinand
of Antequera's power in Castile. The rest of Ferdinand's
children were also used to consolidate the family's power.
In 1408 jancho was made master of Alcantara but, fortunately
for /
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for the Castilian monarchy, he died in 1416. The eldest
son, Alfonso, succeeded his father and preceded his brother
as king of Aragon, Although mainly interested in Italian
politics, Alfonso the ^agnaaiaious was to provide support
for the plans of the *nfant®s Juan and Enrique in Castile.
Ferdinand * s daughter, ^'aria of Aragon, was destined to
become the wife of John II of Castile, The latter's sister
was married off to Ferdinand's son, Alfonso, Another of
Ferdinand1s daughter's, Leonor, became the wife of Smarte
of Portugal,

All in all, the 'good* regent, Ferdinand of Antequera,
made sure that the substance of power was inherited by his
sons rather than by his nephew, John II,

1418-30

In 1418, John II of Castile was finally married to
••'aria of Aragon, The future looked grim for the young
king. The two most powerful figures in the kingdom were
*k® 1nfante Juan, duke of *'enafiel and soon to be king of
Navarre, and the Infante Enrique, master of Santiago*
Their brother, A1fonao,was king of Aragon. The 'Aragon-
*ese party* seemed certain to control the government of the
kingdom. Yet,by 1430, power was in the hands of the royal
favourite, Alvaro de Luna.

Tii® n*Juan seemed to be the obvious leader of
a government oligarchy in Castile, Surprisingly, the
real opposition to his predominance in 1418 came from his
brother, the ^nfante Enrique. The ambitious master of
Santiago wanted, above all, to secure a personal base of
power outside his order. His alia was to marry the king's
sister and gain the vast marquisate of Vi1lena as a dowry.
By criticising abuses and the rugrcedcs given to the Inf ante
Juan's followers, Enrique mounted a political offensive.
Then suddenly, in July 1420, he engineered a coup d'etat.
The Infante Juan lost power, confiscations and rewards
followed, and Enrique forced his marriage and gained the
Biarquisate of Villena.

The coup d'etat of Tordesillas demonstrated the
existence of two 'Aragonese* parties. The infantes were
to be reconciled at varying times but they never again really
co-operated closely together. *-at# in 1420, the *nfante
Juan rescued the king from his brother's control and, in
the first half of the 1420s, he was to do nothing to save
his brother from losing the marquisate of Villena and being
imprisoned.

The man who exploited the inf antes' lack of unity,
Alvaro de Luna, was already at court in 1418. From the
coup d'etat of Tordesillas, 1420, he aimed at smashing the
power /
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power of the Infante Enrique# In 1421 the *nfa.nte
Enrique was captured and imprisoned. These acts stemmed
directly from Luna*e plans# yet they appeared to be the
work of the istsais Juan. *ndeed# Alvaro de Luna even
pretended to oppose the measures.

The internal politics of Castile were# however#
subject to the intervention of the infantes* brother,
Alfonso V of Aragon# and# on two occasions before 1430,
the latter intervened in order to restore *Aragonese'
power# In September 1425# Alfonso V finally persuaded his
brother# the *nfante Juan, to work for the release of the
*nf ante Enrique# four days later the Infante Juan became
king of "avarre. A united 'Aragonese* party# led by two
kings# now faced Alvaro de Luna and he had to back down.
Alfonso V was to threaten another invasion in 1429 but this
time Alvaro de Luna was ready for the threat*

After 1425 Luna worked in earnest to build up support
for the Crown. By 1428 he felt himself to be in a strong
enough position to act. John II of Castile ordered the
king of Navarre to leave the kingdom. When# in 1429#
Alfonso V tried to repeat his successful intervantion of
1425# the political changes in Castile altered the
result. Luna had obtained the backing of most of the
Castillan nobility and this power was pitched in favour
of the Castilian king, Luna had skilfully converted an
internal crisis into a foreign war. The Infante Enrique
was crushed and the administration of Santiago given to
Luna. In July 1430# the truce of **ajano ended the war.
The Infantes of Aragon were prohibited from living within
the kingdom of Castile without royal permission, Luna
had gained a decisive victory.

1430-45.

During these years Alvaro de Luna attempted to build
up his own and the sionarchy,s power* This provoked a
reaction in which members of the nobility joined forces
with the infantes of Aragon* In 1445 Luna and the king
won a decisive battle at Olcwtdo#

By 1436 Luna had greatly increased his power, Lis
halfbrother, Juan de Ceresueia, had become archbishop of
Toledo (1434)* His own control of the order of Santiago
had been confirmed by the pope (1436}* second
marriage related him to the powerful Pimsntel family (1431)
and provided him with an extremely able wife* In 1430
he had used the confiscated wealth of the Aragonese party
to build up support and he subsequently acted decisively
against the least sign of noble barest. Finally# in
1436# he arranged a peace between Castile and Aragon in
the hope that this would prevent any support by the
infantes of Aragon for noble unrest*~~~

Luna, however* had acted too hastily. The great
increase in his own power sparked off a reaction among the
great nobility and his attempt to neutralise the infantes
of Aragon proved a failure* Noble revolts in 1437 were
soon /
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soon backed by the infantas of Ayagon. By 1440 Luna
had been beaten, Aoya 1 government was to be controlled
by the royal council and, in 1441, Luna was sentenced to
six years of exile from the count. The 'Aragonese* party
and their noble followers had triumphed.

During the revolt, a manifesto had been produced
complaining about Alvaro de Luna's despotic power. The
nobility soon realised that they had replaced one despot
with another, The king of Navarre obviously aimed at
personal power. The mastership of Calatxava was acquired
for his bastard son. Then,in July 14 4 3 > t h e king of
^ayarre dropped all pretence of sharing power. In a coup
d'etat at LfCraaga he purged the court and central adminis¬
tration* The inevitable reaction followed. Within one

year the king escaped, joined Alvaro de Luna and members
of the opposition, and on the 19th ^ay 1445 a decisive
victory was gained at the battle of Olmedo# The king
of Navarre l<tt the kingdom. The Infante Enrique died
from a wound he received in the ba tTTe~ The king and
Lina had triumphed.

1445-54.

The battle of Olmedo in 1445 confirmed Luna's power,
on the 3rd of June 1453 he was executed by royal command,
John II died in July 1454,

Alvaro de Luna's fall from power came after a period
of personal success. During these years he acquired the
mastership as well as the administrati on of the order of
Santiago and obtained papal permission to renounce the
mastership to his son. He also acquired the lands and
title of the condado of Alburquerque and renounced these
to his son. These years were not, however, free from
disturbances. In 1449 an ugly situation built up in the
town of Toledo where anti-converso feelings were fanned
into open rebellion. At this stage, too, the prince of
Asturias, who was on bad terms with his father, helped to
incite the opposition of the great nobility. By the end
of 1450, Alvaro de Luna emerged victorious from this crisis.
The king of Navarre found himself facing a revolt led by
his own son, the prince of Viana, In Castile, the prince
of Asturias fell out with his chief adviser, Juan L'acheco.
i acheco, moreover, betrayed the nobility. Luna was at
the height of his power, What caused his downfall?

In May 1447 John II, at the instigation of Alvaro de
Luna, had married Isabel of Portugal, The marriage was
part of Luna's policy of a Portuguese alliance. The new
queen /
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queen, however, disliked the royal favourite intensely
King and favourite because estranged, Moreover# Luna
also lacked the support of the heir to the throne, the
prince of Astnrias. Alvaro de Luna was isolated and
t e king himself began to assess the extent of his favour*
1 it©*8 wealth. in 1453 Alvaro de Luna was executed in
Valladolid,

An able and small group of uolitiaues now helped the
king to govern but, just over a year later# John II died.

1454*63

Henry IV succeeded to the throne on the 21st of July
1454. He died on the 11th of December 1474,

The king's marriages and morals were important ele*
lments in the political problems of his reign, H|s first
marriage was to 3lanche of ^avarre, daughter of the »!^nte
Juan, Ho children were born as a result of this marriage
and it was annulled in Hay 1453, In Hay 1455, Henry IV
married Juana of Portugal, During the first six years of
the marriage there were no offspring but, in February
1462, Juana gave birth to a daughter. Dy the time Henry
IV died a mixture of truth, propaganda, and lies had
completely obscured the; robleia of the succession to the
throne. Some regarded Henry IV as being impotent, others
thought that he was a homosexual, and others that he was
both. Many believed that his wife led a depraved life
and it was openly asserted that ^eltran de la Cueva was
the father of the child, Juana#

Nevertheless, until 1463, Henry IV was held in con¬
siderable respect both at home and abroad. The king

preferred to be helped by civil servants rather than by
the great nobility. At the beginning of his reign he also
managed to obtain a papal bull which empowered him to
administer the orders of Santiago and Alcantara, A shrewd
attempt was m>de to deflect noble opposition to royal
policies by starting a campaign against the kingdom of
Granada,

Abroad, Henry Iv made his peace with the king of
Navarre, In 1455 he married Juana of Portugal and, soon
after, he affirmed his alliance with France. *n 1458
Alfonso V of Aragon died and was succeeded by his brother,
John II, The latter was soon faced by a rebellion in
Catalonia and, in 1462, the Catalans actually proclaimed
Henry IV of Castile as their king,

Henry's successes, however, were more apparent than
real, increasingly, power at court was wielded by Juan
Pacheco, marquis of Villena, who directed all his efforts
at acquiring yet more wealth and power. Failing in an
attempt /
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attempt to secure the mastership of the order of Santiago,
* acheco turned hie attention to gaining the wealth left
by Alvaro de Luna's execution and, in doing so* made
bitter enemies of the powerful family of the Mendozasr.
opposition to the Crown and Hacheco mounted steadily* The
military campaign against the kingdom of Granada was
obviously a costly failure. The king's repeated refusals
to mount a determined attack and the cynical misuse of
cruaada revenues annoyed nobles and churchmen alike. One
of the chief critics was Alvaro de Luna's nephew, Alfonso
C&rritto, who was archbishop of Toledo and was to play an
important role in the ward of succession.

In 1460 the nobility formed a league of the 'public
weal* and succeeded in obtaining the sup ort of John II
of Aragon. i'acheco prepared to betray the king and join
the league but events in Aragon favoured Henry IV. The
Catalans openly invited Henry iV of Castile to become their
king. The way was now open for the Castilians to inter-
5ven# in the politics of the Crown of Aragon and put an
end to Aragonese interference in Castile* Yet,at this
crucial point,Henry IV was persuaded by Pacheco and Carrillo
to accept the arbitration of Louis XI of France* The
diplomatic initiative passed from the Castilians to the
French* '

1463-8

On the 5th of June 1465 the effigy of Heary jy was
deposed in a ceremony at Avila and Henry's half brother*
the boy Alfonso* was proclaimed king as Alfonso XII*
There were two rival kings until Alfonso died of plague
in July 1468. Alfonso was a mere puppet in the hands of
his noble supporters and the history of these years can
still be viewed in terms of a struggle between the monarchy
and the great nobility*

The unfavourable results of Louis XI*s arbitration
in 1463 made Henry *Y change his closest advisers* The
hew favourite was BelIran de la Cueva who soon gained the
mastership of Santiago* He was the son-in-law of the
marquis of fantillana and, as a result, the -Jamiosas also
gained access to power at court. These changes at court,
however, did not alter the king's tendency to inaction and
negotiation. On several occasions Henry IV failed to
press home a certain military victory against the disaffected
nobility. By the end of 146?, the f'endozas, disillusioned
by the royal apathy, withdrew from the political arena,

Meanwhile Juan Pacheco, having fallen from power in
1463, used his undoubted talents in building up an opposi¬
tion. Already, by 1464, Pacheeo, Girrfn, and Carrillo
headed /
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headed a league which a issued ostensibly at protecting the
jlnfante Alfonso from Henry IV's evil intentions and at
securing a suitable marriage for the Infanta Isabella.
The king was accused of favouring the enemies of Christ*
:|anity, altering the coinage to his own advantage, and
surrendering royal power to Heltran de la Cueva.

Pacheco's tactics were successful enough to convince
the king to negotiate. In October 1464 he agreed to
recognise the *nfante Alfonso as his heir and also gave
him the mastership of Santiago# In November, in order
to prove his good faith, the king handed over the young
Alfonso to the nobles. The league had the heir to the
throne in their hands and also disposed of the wealth of
the order of Santiago# The king was now presented with
a massive list of grievances# a commission was set up to
examine them, and a sentencia was drawn up which appeared
to reform government and yet gave the nobility control of
the royal council# H#u:ry IV, forced to accept the
sentencia when it was pronounced, worked desperately to
acquire support. By February 1463 he decided to repudiate
*he sentencia. In June the nobility deposed his effigy
and proc'iaimed Alfonso XII#

With two kings and two administrations the next three
years were ones of general anarchy# The emergence of the
hepaandades tried to alleviate the worst excesses of a
situation which the monarchy could not control# Attempts
to negotiate a settlement made no real headway and the
situation only changed when Alfonso XII died#

1*68-7*
After the death of Alfonso two problems dominated the

political scene - the problem of the succession and the
related problem of an appropriate marriage for Alfonso's
sister, the Infanta Isabella.

In September 1466 IV and Isabella negotiated
an end to the civil wars in Castile by the agreement of
the Toros de Guisando# Henry IV recognised Isabella as
his successor. Isabella was recognised as heir by the
simple expedient of denying the validity of ^enry's second
marriage; consequently there was no question of stigmatizing
Juana's parentage* With the problem of the succession
apparently solved* attention focussed on Isabella's
marriage. But the failure to arrive at a satisfactory
solution to this problem led Henry IV to revive Juana's
claims to the succession. Thus, from 1470 until Henry
ly'e death, both sides prepared for the inevitable war of
succession. During this period the roles of some of the
political /
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political leaders were reversed. The ^endoasas, previously
Henry iV's supporters, were won over to the side of the
future Catholic sovereigns. ^acheco, previously Alfonso's
supporter, once more supported the cause of Juana*

John II of Aragon had never lost his interest in
Castilian politics. Inevitably, he had intervened in the
civil wars between x*enry *Y and Alfonso XII. His aim
was to reconstruct the noble league along the lines of
the former 'Aragonesd party* By carefully ignoring the
claims of both **enry and Alfonso, he hoped to hold the
balance of power and also to secure the marriage of his
son, Ferdinand, to the Infanta Isabella.

STith the death of aTfonso, the whole weight of Aragone.se
diplomacy was thrown into the marriage project. Despite
the antipathy of **enry IV, the marriage took place in
October 1469. Inevitably the marriage prompted a renewal
of Juana's claim to the throne. Within a year H«-;ry IV and
I'acheco had betrothed Juana to the duke of Guienne and
there was a promise of French military support for her
claims to the throne. It was a project which stood little
chance of success. The fact that Isabella had been openly
accepted as the heir to the throne by the agreement of the
Toros de Guisando, the death of the duke of Guienne, and
continuing doubts as to "uana's parentage -all these
factors seriously weakened the cause of Juana. The future
belonged to Ferdinand and Isabella*
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SELECT GLQ2; ART

Actag Canitularcs
see p,8.

Acoa tamiento
see p.108.

Adelantadoi Adelantado Mayor

Military commander.
Aoya 1 taxes, unpaid from
previous years, and farmed
out together for
collection,

Alcabala
iloya1 tax on sales,

Alcaicerla
silk" exchange.

Alcaide
Castellan*

Alcalde
Judge

Alcalde de los Hidalgos
see p,114.

Alf&queques
see p.74,

Alguacil
Municipal official
charged with maintaining
law and order,

AI jama
Settlement or district
of -lews or Moors.

Almadrabas
funny Fisheries.

Almojarifaago
See Appendix V,

Any y vea
see p.28.

srroba
Variable weight J
measure of liquid.

Aslstente
Royal official with
wide powers in town
governsnent s similar
to the corregidor.

Audiencia
The principal court of
civil ad criminal
justice. Also known as
the real chanciller^a.

Barcaje
Toll.

Barrio
District of a town,

behetria
Area with the privilege
of choosing its own
1 ord .

Caballerps de alarde
Caballeros de CaanTTa
CabalTeroa vi 11anos

s ee pp * 1QI*112.
Cahias » Cahicee

A, % weigit of 12 fanogas
Canadas

Sheep walks,
Chanci1leria
~

Fee audiencia.
Comendador

Holder of an encomienda
Contador mayor; contador
mayor de cuentae

'

Principal financial
officials of the Crown,

Converso
Converted Jew.

Correeldor
~

see p.351.
Cruaada revenues

""•ee pp,l'86»7.
Dehesaa

Pasture lands.
Dieamoa

fT thes.
Dlegtaos de la mar de Castilla

Custome dutiee on north
coast,

Bncotaienda
Lordship in a military
orderj protectorate
established on a monastery.

Fanega
A weight • of grain, salt.,,

Fonsadera
Money payment in lieu of
military service.

Fueros
Collections of laws •

usually local and customary.
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I ertnandad
league of towns,

Infurcion
see p,245.

Jurado
"""

"LI",,UBeo p, 36?,
Jaro

see p. 151,
Lep,a jo

Mundle of documents,
Libramiento

Assignment,
Libro de Asientos

see p. 162,
tibros de Actas Municipals®
w. I.UKWH'HW.HI mm.'.——■in i■ iin.lii.,,,!!!

see p«8.
Ion ja

see p,412,
Luga r

Place,
Mantenimiento

see p, 155,
. Gravedi
~

Money of account,
Marrano

see p,463,
Marti nie,:a

Peigneuria1 tax payable
on St, Martin's day,

entailed estate.
Mayordoao

Chief executive financial
official in town govern-
:mentj fairly important
financial official in
the central royal admini¬
stration,

Menudos
Lesser tithes.

Merced de pot vida
see p,iSO.

Mercedes

Privileges,
Merindad

Large administrative area,
Moneda Forera

Ojdor
Judge in the audiencia,

Pcchero
Tax payer,

Pedidos and taonedas
Taxes votedby the cortes,

P2£ta|g2
, toil.

Pros tamos
see p,236,

irocurador
Member of the cortes.

Kaciones j Qu itaciones
salaries{ wages,

Rea 1 clia sac i 11 er la
See audiencia,

RegIdor
See pp.354-8,

departimiento
Assess.i^ent of taxes,

Regundonea
~~

Younger sons of great
nobility.

Sentencia
Judgement•

Servlcio and Montaago
Taxes on sheep.

Solar
~~

""see p.241 note 1,
Tarcias

see p.232,
Tierra

see p,103.
Tierras de secano

see p.20.
Vecino
~

Inhabitant| householder,
Veinticuatro

see p,356.
Tan tar

Tax5 originally the
obligation to give
hospitality (food and
lodging) to a superior*

£*s
Tax voted by the cortes.
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